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Senator Barkley To Speak
Tonight; Clements Replies
LOUISVILLE. Aug. 4 I - The
state administration today called
on its heavy artillery to blast A. B.Over 50 reservations have been Chandler, who seeks to wrest con-received for Murray State College's trot of the Democratic party infirst pre-registration band rehegr- Kentucky from the organization ofsal, which will be held September Sen. Earle Clements and Gov.12-14. 
Lawrence W. Wetherby in theEveryone who expects to peril- primary election Saturday.cipate in the arching Band should
make a reservation with Dr Price Sen. Alben W. Barkley. consid-
Doyle. Chairman Department "swam med the most powerful vote-getter
Fine Aryt, College Station. Murray. in Democratic circles, will speak-X Kentucky. before September 1. against Chandler tonight with a
Murray State College will furnish television address at Louisville.
nem and, board for the band Barkley also will speak over a
members until lunch on Thursday. 
five-station radio hookup Friday
September 15 night at 8 pm. CST. from lesclu.
Prof. Richard Farrell, director of cah.
the band. stated that he hoped Clements. in a television addressto have over 100 students corn- ,1 at Louisville last night. answeredpeting for positions on the band. I 
Also during the rehearsals, try-outs
for drum major and drum major- , Big News Aboutee. rites will be held Try-outs for The Weather Is'1" these positions are scheduled f,r 
Monday. Sept. 12 at 3.30 p.m. There's No ChangeThe object of the pre-registratlea
rehearsal is to organise the band By UNITED PRESSinto a functional unit before the i The big news about. tne -weatherfirst football game, which is Satur- today was that there was noday, Sept. 17 with the Univerett7 change It was still scorching hotof Louisville. • - In mote of ihe nation and likelyAll former and prospective mem- ; to stay that waw _ _bets of the MarehltH Band are Cool air made half-hearted sal-urged to take advantage of this 'lies against the giant heat masspre-registration rehearsal Fall se- that oppressed the country from.master reteltrithert at hforroY loofa the Tar West to the Atlanticbegins Thursday. Sept 15 and ! seatee.-- But there wasn't enough ofcontinues through Saturday. it to bring' much relief except in
the north-east and northern mid-
west.
' For millions of Americahs it was
too hot to talk *bout the weather
and impossible to do anythieg
about it. Their only recourse was
to take another cold shower and
try to think of something cool11111 Member of the county-wide Today was expected to be a rep-Murray Hospital Auxiliary are spon- : elation of Wednesday's 100 and le/-wring an -Eat for your Hospitals , plus readings. These included 110' festival on Saturday August 6, ou
the court squarta_-_----
or the 
at. Bakersfield. Calif., 105 at Pierre 
-1114-if Estherville. Iowa. andThe proceeds will go f 100.2 at Columbus. Ohio, where abenefit of equipment for the Mur- record was set for the third can-ray Hospital 
secutive day It war an even 100Murray and Calloway Countains t at Cool. Califare urged to buy some of the The heat was- taking a steady t 11home made lee cream and cake in lives - 38 in Iowa alone -- and-a Saturday to help the hospital. in crop damage. Iowa's corn crop
_ faced crippling losses. New Jersey
V
Before entering the Navy. Peel-
er graduated from Almo High
School, Almo, Kentucky and was
employed by the Calloway Coun-
ty Lumber Cemprany in Murray,
e. Kentucky
He plans to take the training





Leland H. Peeler be declared drouth areas.
' In Chicago, where the temper-
Leland H. Peeler, son of Mr.. ature has been over 90 for nine
and Mrs. Kelzie Peeler of Route" straight days, some outlying , andOne Dexter. Kentucky and hug- suburban area' reported that itband of Bonita Grey Peeler of 106 . was impossible to get enough watere. South 10th Street Murray. Ken- to take a bath except in the weetueky on the 28th of July enlist- ! hours of the rporning Even fireed in the United States Navy .ind ' hydrants in the areas were boneis now undergoing nine weeks dry
recruit training at the U. S. Na- I The gruelling heat sparked theval Training Center. San Diego ' danger of forest fires in the east33. Califfernia. ' and in Canada. New Jersey' state
fire marshall expected a "peak
load" of forest fires in the next
few days and extensive forest
fires flared in northern Onterie in
the wake of two almost rainless
months
of Tee US Weather Bureau at
Chicago. unable to do anything
...about the heat. tried to be tretp-
ful by coming up with some cool
I facts.Theforecasters pointed out that
the normally hottest time of the
year - late July - is over.
; What's more, they said, the days
are getting a little shorter. That
' means there's less time for the sun




crop damages were estimated in
the millions of dollars. and six up-
state New York counties asked to
Gospel Meeting At
By UNITED PRESS Green Plain ChurchSouthwest Kentucky - Mostly
fair and continued hot and moder-
ately hutaid this afternoon, tonight
and tomorrow. Scattered afternoon
There will be a gospel meeting
at the Green Plain Church of
Cirrist beginning August 7 andor evening thundershowers. High continuing through August 14.today 95 to 98: low tonight 74-. • Services will be held on Sundae
morning at 10:45 and each eveningKentucky Weather Summary at 800 o'clock During the weekHumidity rather high today and services will be held at 3:00 p.mFriday. winds today light and van- and 800 pm.
able, Friday southerly eight to 12 Bro. Charlie Taylor of Murfrees-miles per hour. Highs around the boro. Tennessee will de the preach-state Wednesday included Louis- Log, and W. T. Wynn of Msyfieldvine 98. Paducah 92, London 93, will be the song director.
and Bowling Green 97. The public is invited to attend
what he called the "falsehoods"
Chandler had aimed at him during
the campaign "the like of which
Kentucky has never seen."
Clements will make a series of
radio speeches and personal ap-
pearances before Saturday. He will
speak at his home at Morganfield
tonight at 8 p.m. CDT.
In referring to Chandler's charge
that he would dominate the ad-
ministration's candidate Bert T
Combs. if Combs is elected gover-
nor, Clements said ;'Judge Combs
is not a man who would take ord-
ers from any man, least of all
me."
Clements added that Comlis had
"made no commitments, no prom-
ise - to anyene, least of all me -
and I have asked for none"
"When I was governor. I and rue
cne else, exercised the functions
of that office. When I became
Senator, I was no longer governor-
in person cur by remote control." '
Clements added that be did not
attempt to influence the adminis-
tration of his successor, Gov. We-
t herby.
He charged that Chandler has
threatened he will net allow Cle-
ments to be-re-elected to the .Sests
Ate In 1956. But Clements elided
that it was of small. importance
whether Chandler was elected or
-whether he, Crements, wins re-
election adding. "but the future of
our state is of transcedent import-
aneen.'T those who desire brains
rather than buffoonery. Judge
Combs will be the natural choice
for governor." Clements said.
Charging that Chandler has pro-
claimed he intends to set up a
political dictatorship in Kentucky.
Clements said that Chandler sap-
poeted the Dixiecrat movement and
bolted the Democratic Party in
1935, 1946 and 1949.
Cleen..ts-satd that Chandler's
claim that he originated the rural ,
highway program in Kentucky was
false He added that Chandler re-
duced the rural highway aPere-
rriation by 33 .1-3 per cent when
he wassgovernor. an that during
the first two years of Chandler's
adminisrtation, there were more
than 100 counties in which not a
foot of improved road was built.
Clements charged that inmatel
of state mental hospitals were un-
der the control of political hacks
durine Chandler's term as gover-
nor He added. -The big lie cannot
erase the reeort of the Fayette
County Grandl,tury which indicted
C.handler's welfare commissioner
and the minerintendent of Eastern
State Hospital for rnal-administra-
tion."
He 'added that in his 34 years
of public service, no one except
Chandler had ever leveled any
charge against htm as to wrong-
doing or dishopesty. either in public
or private life Clements said that
while Congress was in session
he did not take the time to de-





Rev Hoyt Owen, pastor rif the
Sedalia-Burnett's Chapel charge.
will be guest minister at the First
Methodist Church Sunday morning.
August 7, in the absence of the
pastor. Rev. Paul T. Lyles, who is
on vacation
Rev Owen is well known in this
area, having been pastor of the
Hardin charge and a graduate of
Murray State College in 1954 class.
Mr. Owen. a native of McCracken
County, has been connected with
the Memphis Conference for the
past four years and has received
recognition as an outstanding mini-
ster.
Rev. Owen has preached at the
First Methodist Chucrh several
times before and his many felends
will vent to hear him again Sun-
day n.orning.
ON WAY TO HIS ARMY TRIAL mrs. m. G.
4- SOT. JAMS CIALLAOHSR lea es the Sim* house on GovernorsIsland. N.Y.. for • session Of his court martial trial on charges ofsoli& borating with the enemy and  _ .'!Unpremeditated murder"-hoe a POW In Korea. ilnternationai Soundpho(o)
Homemaker Advisory Council
Holds Meeting On Tuesday
The Advisory Council of Calloway
County Homemakers Association
meet August 2. 1955 at the assem-
bly room in the Extension Office.
The Presidents cf the clubs gave
their report of their club year
Toe clubs have shown progress
and great interest was shake, in
the major project lessons.
. Mrs. Jim Heady Waist= gave
the report of the Major Project
Planning Committee for major pro-
ject lessons. Since the Homemakers
are a thinking group of women
this years lessons on Legal Affairs.
and Time and Energy Management,
should be of special interest, ac-
cording to Mrs Walston.
Mrs Henry Dumas. the reading
chairman, reported that more books
and a wide choice of books were
Goshen Methodists
To Have Revival
The annual Revival Meeting is
to begin at the Goshen Methodist
'Church next Sunday August 7th
according to an announcement made
by the Pastor, Bro L C. Lee The
services are to be held each diy at
2:30 p.m and 745 pm
The Rey A Z Clayton. pastor
Of the Pryorsbing and Mt Olive
churchei in Graves Ccunty, Is to
be the venter, evangelist
The people of the Goshen Church,
iilong with their pastor, extend a
hearty welcome to attend- these





today that they would have cons
available to carry %/fifers to the
various precincts in Calloway Coun-
ty on election day, August 6
- Any person desiring transporta-
tion should call 1797 or ask the
operator for Combs Headquarters
and a car will pick up the voter
and carry him to firs precinct and
return him to his home
I 
Any person who knows before
Saturday that they will need trans-
portation is requested to call Combs
: Headquarters Thursday or Friday
land make transportation before
election day 'Call 1797.
being read Also tha-t the members
were exchanging magazines so that
the women have a wider choice of
articles to read.
Mrs. Harold Grogan, the publli-
city chairman, reported one of the
publicity activities was a window
display each month at the Murray
Electric System. There were 200
news articles concerning the Home-
makers program published this
year
Miss Wilma Vandiver, the area
supervisor, told us about the Na-
tional Song Contest sponsored ,by
the National Home Demonstration
Council Each county is to present
a song that is inspirational and
melodic to the state and then each
state will send one to the National
Song Contest.
Those present for the Advisory
Council were: Mrs. James Harris.
President. Mrs. Glen Kelso. sec-
retary and treasurer: the present
president and next year's presi-
dents, Mrs William Adams. htes
Marvin Parks. Mos Macon Blan-
kenship. Mrs. Cloys Butterworth,
Mrs. C. B Crawford, Mrs. Alice
Steely, Mrs. Richard Armstrong.
Miss Della Outland. Mrs. e Veen)
Lassiter, Mrs. 0 F Moore, Mrs.
Oacus Bedwell, Mrs. R E
Mrs. Willie Wrather, Mrs Leon
Adams, Mrs. B. J. Hoffman. Mrs.
W. A Ladd. Jr. . Mrs. Henry Hargis.
Mrs Clifton Key. Mrs Leon Cham-
bers Other Council mernberit were:
Mrs Harold Grogan. publicity chair-
man: Mrs. Henry Haegis,,president
of the chorus; Miss Rachel Row-
lead. home demonstration agent
and Mrs. Barletta A. Wrather. as-
sistant home demonstration agent.
Lamon Lovett
With The Third
-FORT KNOX. KY. - Per Li-
mon J Lovett. 22. whose wife.
Nellie, lives in Murray. Ky., is
receiving basic training at Fort
Knox. Ky., as aroember of the
3d Armored Division.
The "Spearhead" division, for-
enerly a training unit at the Ar-
mored Center, recently was re-
organized into a coubat-ready unit.
Private Lovett. son of Gentry
Lovett. Route .2. is assigned to
Company A of the division's 122d
Ordnance Battalion. Before enter-
ing the Army last month, he work-




Mrs. M. G. Carman, age 55, died
yesterday at 6:00 p.m. at the Mur-
ray Hospital. Death was caused by
a cerebral hemorrhage
' Mrs. Carman came to Murray in
1928 with Mr. Carman when he
joined the staff of Murray State
College.
Survivors include her husband
Dr. M. G. Carman of Olive Boulo-
yard; three brothers. Ralph Mc.
Intoeh eof Pittsburgh. Stanley of
Bethesda, Maryland, and William
eif Denver. Colorado; one nephew,
Sam Elliott of Murray.
The funeral will be held in
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
at 3:00 p.m today with J. Howard
Nichols officiating.
Active pallbearers will be Dr.
Ralph Weods, W. G. Nash, A. M.
Wolfson. C S. Lowery, Tom Ven-
able. and R. W Farrelr Honorary
pallbearers will be M. 0. Wrather,
Ben Scherffius, Dr. Forest Pogue.





NEVADA CITY, Calif. Aug. 4
IP - Nevada County authorities
shied away today at the prospect
of filing bigamy charges in the
Enoch Arden case of Mrs. Una
!Schmidt. who married another man
the belief her .airman husband
was dead ,
District Attorney Vernon Stoll of
Nevada County said he does not
now plan to do anything about
IMes. Schmidt's remarriage to Al-
ford D Fine last September.
i have only read sbout it in
the newspapers." Stoll said. 'it
has not been officially brought to
my attention s
Mrs Schmidt's husband. Daniel,
ts one of II American airmen re-
leased by the Chinese Commu-
nists. He and the others were
flying a B29 which was shot down
over North Korea.
Red-haired Mrs Schmidt mar-
ried Fine, a husky lumber camp
catkkinner. last September. Two
months later, she learned her fest
husband was still alive and a pris-
oner of the Reds.
Mrs. Schmidt said she will see
-her first husband when he retie-as.
She and Fine hoped they could
settle things "amicably" There Is
2-year-old son. Danny. by the first
man iage
The Fines have been living in
nearby Soda Springs. a Sierra Ne-
vada Mountain settlement. They
left their herne Wednesday tenting
a neighbor they wanted to "get
away from those repertersa
Murray Hospital I
Wednesday's complete record fol
lows:
•, Census  31
Patients Admitted .
Patients Dtsmiased 3
Patients admitted from Monday at
4:00 P.M. to Wednesday 4:00 P.M.
Mrs. Brent Cooper, Route 4, Mur-
ray. Ky.; Mrs. Lyod D.' Wilson.
-Fteute 2, Murray. Ky : Miss Careyn
Pennebaker, Route 6. Paducah. Ks .
Mr. Walter Russell, Model, Tenn.;
Miss Diane Scott. Lynn Grove, Ky.:
Mrs. Myrtie Ross. Route 2, Murray,
Ky.; Mrs Oma Outland, S. 13th
St., Murray, Ky : Mrs. Charles
Marine and baby boy. Route 1,
Murray. Ky ; Mrs. James Coulee,
Route 7. Benton, Ky.; Mr. Grover
T Lovett, Route 1, Dexter, KY.:
' Roy Fox and baby girl. Model.
'Tenn., Mrs. Charles Katzman, Win-
go. Ky; Dr. Conrad Jones, 1303
Poplar St., Murray. Ky.: Mrs. Alton
Powell and baby boy. Route 6.
Benton, Ky; Mrs John 0-! Pun co
and baby boy. 306 N 14th St.
Murray. Ky' Mrs. Homer Gardner,
Route I. Murray, Ky Mrs. Connie
T Nash, Route 5, Parts. TF71n
Mrs. E. A. Lyons, Dover. Tenn
Second Polio Shot Now Being Given
. Arrive In Philippines By
Airplane Early This Morniif
By WENDELL MERICK
United Press Staff Correspondent
HONG KONG ,Atig. 4 -Eleven
U. S. airmen iettirned to freedom
today ,after two and.. one - half
years in Red Chinese jaiLs, and
told a press tonference that the
Communists deserved "rot a
danined bit" cat credit for the re-
lease. 
 --They crossed the barbed - wire
barricaded Communist frontier'
themes -; "to hell with people's
China
And athin five and one , half
hours en their release they were
aboard an airforce plane on the
first leg of theit return to their
homes and loved ones in the United
States.
They arrived at Glark Field. the
Philippines at 9:40 p.m., 9:40 a.m.
EMT Newsmen were not 'permit-
ted to talk to them They will
leave here early Saturday for
Tachikawa Airbase. near Tokyo
and from there will 'be flown to
Hawaii and home.
They told the brief and carefullY
supervised press conference at the
swank Hong Kong Jockey Club
that the Red Chinese red when
'they teld'ttle world their plane was
shot down over Chinese territary.
Col. Ulan Knox Artwild Jr., the
senior calker Wmarint thie 13-29
•planc when a was downed, said
the airmen entered China from
North Korea by train, while in
Canniest custody
Treated Like Crimisals
They were charged with espion-
age, the fliers and, and were
-treated like criminals" for all ex-
cept the fir% two or three days of
their coptivity.
Arnold. when asked about their
espionage trial, told nevesmen:
"I would not have recognized it
as such until they told me it
a trial"
My Air Force orders, one of the




WASHINGTON. Aug 4 RP - The
Public Health Service announced
today that 1.037 new cases of
polio were reported in the nation
last week as the disease hit epide-
mic proportions in Massachusetts
and struck hard throughout the
north-east. -
• The new cases marked a 27 per
cent increase over the previous
week --- not an abnormal rise for
the nation as a whole at this time
of year. They raised the national
total to 6,529 for the year so far
This is nearly 3.000 fewer cases
than were reported during the
same period last year.
Polio hit savagely In Massa-
chusetts where 204 cases were re-
ported last week alone. including
79 in Boston. This was nearly three
times the number of cases reported
in any other state.
The health service said polio
vases increased everywhere in the
country except the west south
rennin' and MoUntifir 'aieas. Sharp
increases were reported last week
in New England. 40 per cent. Mid- -
Atlantic states. 50 per cent, and the




Luther Bumpis. age 84, respected
Murray Negro. will be buried today
at 2:30 p.m in the city cemetery,
following services at the Mt. Horeb
Free Well Baptist Church.
He passed away on July 31 sud-
denly at his home at 300 North
second street.
Survivors include his wife Rena
Bumphis; four daughters. MIS: Mar-
gie Williams and Mrs Ida Blanton
of Murray: M. F. Ora Harris of
Mayfield and Mrs Morrell Wilson
of Louisville. one son Buster Bum-
phis of Murray; twenty grandchild-
ren and one niece.
E A Sutton will officiate. The
Roltledge Funeral Home is in
charge.
I I
of Portland. Ore., was shieldela
from the knowledge that his wile
'had remarried during his captivity
in the belief that.. he was dead. e/
"The-e beys have gone througb
enough.- an Air Force liaison ore
ficer told newsmen. "Let thas
fellow have a chance to get settled
betore 'he learns about it."
Another of the 11 was on crutch-
es. ,
Arnold said the B29 was abet
down near the North Korean owl
--as I recall, 25 or 40 miles south
of the Yalu River."
"We bailed out from there.'
Red China claimed they had an-
tiuded over Chinese territory, seq.
tenced them to prison terms of .419
to 10 years as spies and for more
than two and a half years Ileid
them as pawns i nthe intetnational
cold war.
First Step Haase
Today was the first long step to-
ward home for the 41. From Hong
Kong their route takes them to
Manila, thence to Tokyo and then
to the long-awaited reunion wtIas
their families either at Travis Air
Base. San Francisco, or at Seattle.
-The- Ail r Forte . refused- to reveal• •
the exact noute but said another
prase conferrer:kr would be held
Saturday ira Tokyo.
In command of %he peals. Ilse
night it was !hot down was Capt.
Eugene John Vaadi, 33. of Clayton,
NY
Neither he nor Amok( would re-
veal why Arnold was aboard.
Vaadi said their plane wag
picked up by searclinghts while
over the third at eig leaflet-drose
ping targets. 
e
Two 11.11Gs attacked and in the
ensuing hail of antiaircraft firs
and rockets, three of the Bags en-
gines caught fire.
Vaadi gave the order to bail out
at 10 40 p.m.
Charted As Spies
Three or four days later they
were placed aboard a train, taken
to Red China and charged as spies.
The man on crutches, Maj. Wil-
liam H Beaumer. 32, Lewisburg,
Pa., seid that just before he bailed
out "some object" hit him in the
leg.
"After I landed I was losing
blood and was too weak to help
myself. I was frostbitten very
severely." •
Today's returnees brought to IS.
the number of U.S. airmen releas-
ed by Red China since June 31.
The thin arid washed - out re-
turnees crossed the barbed - wire
barrier at vuBridge at 1:37 p.
m., 12-37 PM'. EDT, with Arnold
in the lead. Arnold is from Silver
Spring. Md.. and Montgomery, -
Ala. Behind him came Baumer on
crutches,
Then came the others_ They were
Schmidt, Vaadi, Capt. Elmer F.
Llewellyn, 29, Missoula, Moot;
Wallace Lamer Brown, 28, Ban
La; Lt John Woodrow Bruck, 35,
Arm.ithe-aite. Tenn.; T. Sgt How-
ard W. Brown, St. Paul, Minn.;
fairmari le Steve R. Kiba, 22.
Akron, Ohio; Airman 2c John W.
ThtertessOn ITI, 01-ange. Va.. and
Airman 2e Harry M. Benjamin Jr.,
22.. Worthington, Minn.
At tee barrier they were met by
Lt. Col Dwighton 43. Simpson, U.
S. Air Force liaison (dicer. given
a soft .drink and took their first
deep drags on American cigarets.
They wore nonde•cript cotton
clothes and carried only personal
possessions. Schmidt wore Chinese
!hoes and socks.
All of them had lost weight al-
tough they said they had received
better food iecentl?





Auteuil 3rd. - a.m. to 11 SAL,
Alm, School, Lynn Grove Scheel,
11 a.m., Dexter School, Coldwater
School. 1 p.m.. Kirksey. 3 p.m..
New Concord. 3 p.m.. Faxon. 5 pm.
Reset
Aagnst 4th. - I pm. to 3 pm.
Murray 'resisting Schaal. 3 p in.,
to 4 p.n., Detajl&S.








THE LEDGER & TIMES Figure 'Style
IPUBLISHRD BY LAMAR I TIMES PCRLISHINO COMpANY, Ins. CIConsolidation tie Murray Ladder, The Calloway Times'. and TheIllusse-Horaist. October 1111. 11131, and &a Wort Kentuckian, January
M. 11M. 
,
JAM= C. WILLIAMS, ettimaissoat - Says Expert_
We reserve the nen to reject any Advertising Letters se the Edits,.
so Public Vole* items which In our opinion are not for the best By CLAIRE COXatarest of our readers. United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK. July it if% --- T.:,NATTONAL ItYPRZSENTATIVTS WALLACE WITMER CO. 1301 i.non ne  Lgiguago.a• :bents mooMonroe. Memphis, Tenn; 250 Perk Ave., New York; RS N Michigan :.to a new -shape. thanks to f.Ave" 031,014111n 1111 Bolyston St, Boston air. exercise. Marilyn Monroe ,,nd
 padded bras. a buxom bosom c•s-Toter,d at the Poet Office, Murray. Kentuek7. for wansT411291013 11 pert r led today. ..Secand Clam Matter The. new figure is , - t
-t-sr. only upeicle do,IPYReciurrtoiT BA- T E& Ily Carrier In Murray, legs week 13o. Par p.wia parnes.Asa* IS. to Conaway and adjoining eounties. per year $3.00; sling tor for a brit thanufacno.'•Ir/bir% an • a figure styles have changed so ai-
TH U RSD AY. ACT - wra
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
August 4, 1950
.oaliy- *at the naps deant, s3r,.•
Wong a back seas to -the bum
Its even ,gotten s-a girls with
 generous nature' endowments are
putting up false fronts sv,th pad-
ded bras that are making falsies a
had Jf the past. he saaa in an
interv,
'•I do y 
potatoes and squash. It could b.•Looks Like Real Thing
tnm th,„ rearthme -aa,„ r rm.., are arell enough built to prev,
anyone* to tea them used in hnise cellars whose .
derlared. freenr-.. during extended below-
zero weather
GeOrge B. Scott, Jr., of Murray was on the 14t of 
The ideal beauty quesn a decade
,go filled out a bathing suA tre,'- slats resting on 2 by tr. on edge.
A fsIse floor shaula be laid 'of
tilose men pass.in.g pharmacy exams, according to & list :y ,n what wece---ond stlia are - The object is ma provide airwayrill-eased by the state yesterday. ' kaswn a's -Perfect- rna.ssu'emert'''. under toe storage. help:rig combatj4 called fe-s 44-4S41, 124hAgt---oifartio-n "in hoarReVergird-3-6-0--Beti-filVy. pastor or North Pleasant bust. 24 inch . waist and tc-34 "tfu house cellars. -Warm-crop" mustGrove Presbyterian Church will leave the. first of • °Un  h'Pa- - be dry. •
• ber to start taching at Bethel College in SIclisnzie, Tenn.
A Murray native. Mrs.- Antie "Pleward".-- assunted her.
duties yesterday as assistant home demonstration agtmit





- •••111111.1K 11* .
THE LEDC7::11 AND TTMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WHY, YOU DON'T SAY!
•••••.'
-
SOMETHING arouse, President Elsenhowqrs surplise as he meets with Senate Foreign RelationsChairman Walter George ID). Georgia. and (right) Agricultuie Secretary Ezra Taft Benson InWishIngtort. The conference arose when 35 senaiois and 65 repicsentatives from cotton statescalled at the White Baum) to discuss cotton problems. (latagstationai 8osinophoto)
TUE GARDEN WRONG ADDRESS
Here is a plan for Biasing some. t
11 that is ianited 41-)1A.- . The To provide both heat and airtoday is 37V7tr mare-1 ut'h-.inovement, -a --Move thentid be set24rol-ss--ineh walst and up tprefe.ably near the ir.taket for35 -m.sre ot .lea' o- inch ha. Miss dry.ui and warming the an. Ttge 
. • slove-sstauld be comp,eiely aurroun-"Hardly n-v.-t'odY nu-Lccs 111Ps dad with i shicid in tin or sheet
- most r1 ztvetod f jr tyt me. iron mat clears the flour by 8.,es.%tissu Barbara _ Nell Ilarris .became the bride of It • ,::uptuous than t
ay
heir hers. she inches. While firing is tieing done.. erc,s  rit3r;. cool air at the floor is suckedtheHampton Erwin at 4- o'clock. July 3tith in the chapel of a.,..d. becati ee they xeat mote tiaurtalt,eg toed. get up into the shield. there to bethe South Park Methodist Church. I)avton, Ohio.
intiie sleep. and: warmed` and driven upwayd. As
The annual revival of the Sugar Creek Bapti Church "You just can't get away 1%.,,,, the air .cool... it 'finds its way to






Marilyn And Gina Lead ParadePaschall. pastor of the Hazel Baptist C ch wili MIss Parnes stkid th.at-m.cs NIon- am-rig ,the baskets or boxes stack----------,-ebe 4-Re-ea-teftge-l-hit-noti-Elicit-krthortverm minister of music ‘-- with a bovai -tlearn itaY ' ulna ̀ 4 ̀ 1̀ "t"h'gh' bum wttll -.--17---w-hspsice_s letwoen them and 6 inenes
away from the wails.
Unless an outlet and intake are
. provided for. at- axchanae. the air.1 ' These :1- constant eonyerfation withiti the storage v:ould .hecomeHave You ReP.d Today's Classifieds- about bosoms.' she aatd.*-7•Y''ulmo...sture-laden tnd.. _ mokix, l'pe
 eanl *en a rnalerefte or news-. .ciittiet .can -be provided by removingpaper w :nout seeing partures of a pant of gia,,, fio . an outsideAt'COMPLISILML N I • ..... .,, b:. tape recorder-book:, ousrm ii.rls Every girl wants to cellar wit," at It.: cettiiii line,being read or. the tape by two me basomter tnati she .s. Men don't _ fi.,,,,., wa,rra _aa,,,,Iti,eta them.
- 
C.11.‘ND ISLAND. Nett - 4? - 1..i.nds . -tun- t`",' d• dPPru've c't 9." ainbi" (it should hate a paht closing.).‘ bi...in high :school senio's who - • - •..on. e.then
.- A stbvepipe or a stack- made _of
,also participated' in sw.mm ng APPLE Fon BOUQUET ...F.„...5:i.i as we have ks,, ;herr, wood should be attached outsidewrestling and track, graduated CORVALLIS. •OZe - IP - - ., been east .ide. .0 •be re. for creat.4 a draft.
Suchainek, blind since birth. plans. mad of Otte no .taetz.:tiere depart- "I'L-ed b citit:d.. -bras.. bathing ' The intake could be an open
s-ath at his claw Leonard .1., Spencer Apple kt.ts bet••. app.,::-.ted
to study law at Creighton Univir- mend ..t Or,-- State College. He t"' ---';') "e "---- . - .
sp ts dy .ve '"az dre = 'It's ag doorway ti another cellar room.i aterinorces. TAe girl syni but nung with a L.:pi-Warr Orsack-
-..._ d It bC01-711. Wh:Ctl to us hap tog. It .411.euld "'blear the f', orby
sty in Omaha. He di i al: ha aucc• coast oai B amis.', rte.- . 4:2,
.-sf the First Baptist Church of Murray. will have charge, b"141•41- -.̀ b"-,:ine bourn that no one ca. closeif the song service. !us-or her-eyes to•
• IHRE.E . BIG W OR IA




1/.,pite a near-record year for
new home -construction, 1954 saw:
even greater activity in the mi.:
.procement of exiktieg houses.,
More than a million and shalt'
property impravernent loans-
$891,000,000 worth-were insured'
by the Federal }loosing Adminis-
tration under its Title 1 -program.
as against an estimated 1,400,0001
new housing starts. Loans not in-
sured by PHA brought the borne
improvement total still higher.
Home insulation was the most
popular type of project financed
with FHA property itnprovement
loans. One out of every five loans
paid for ail instilation job. In New
Hampshire and Vermont. over
half of all loans insured by the
FIIA were for home insulation. In
Virginia, two out of five FHA
loans were for insulation. with
Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama
following among the Southern
states.----------------------
These figures accord with a con-
sistent rise in sales reported by
.the National Mineral Wool Asso-
ciation. Sales of insulation batts
end blankets and loose mineral'
wool have increased about 130
percent in the last 10 years. A
large share of this was sold di.
'rectly to home-owners who in.
stalled their own insulation.
Loans tor additions and altera-
tions accounted for 14 percent of
all loans insured during 1954.
.I..oans for heating, exterfor finish-
ing, plumbing, interior finishing.
and roofing together account for
46 5 percent of the money bor.
rowed.
The typical borrower obtained
a loan of $430 which was used ,t0
improve a single-family home. Fie
contracted to pay back pencipal
and interest in afiznonthly iastall-_ _ —.wants 1.643e . Marilyn Monroe 30. genus; equal us - Squire Masai tents ofto3 7i  fiCh.
er t e -Tit e program. theorder fin's 36C _bra-wrth podding. square feet. , FHA insures lending institutions
filed .:. The result looked Ti miotare candensatan against losses on loans nude to
hestittuneetete-euvezabs. FrOTti
1911 through 1:•54, more than IS
mullion loans, tctaling mort than
$8 billion, were insured.... are always cn the hearts and minds of the fel-
lows at Hugo's.
a.
Just ask vour mechanic, neighbor and friendeif
these 3 big words arena considered in each and
every business transaction.
Don't fail to come in this week end and check
on some of toe best buys in town. We guarantee
to SATISFY.
•
Beautiful 1953 2-tone Buick Special 4-dr. ...th rad-
io, heater wsw tires and real low mileage. Truly
a beauty.
1953 FORD Custcm 4-dr. and Custom 2-dr. Both
are 2-tone and real low mileage tip-top cars.
1952 FORD 2-!one f-dr. sedan. Drive this one fora
sure.
1952 FORD 5-passenger Club Coupe 2-tone—load-
ed with extras. A keen little doll.
1951 FORD light blue 2-tie. with extras. Clean as
a pin.
1950 CHEVROLET original bleat 2-dr. with all
the extras.
1949 CHEVROLET Deluxe 4-dr., drives out nice.
1949 FORD Custom 2-dr. with Ky. license, radio,
heater and overdriye. No rust and a real solid
car.
19-18 CHEVROLET dark green 2-dr. with extras.
clean.
1946 CHEVROLET Club Coupe. OK for transporta-
tion.
1941 FORD black 2-dr. A tip-top clean '41 with
new tires and excellent motor.
— PICKUPS
1953 CHEVROLET haw mileage_ pick-up with ex-.._ _
-1951 FORD real nice pick-up, loaded with extras.
1949 CHEVROLET 2 ;-ton with heavy duty equip-
ment and tip-top motor.
1948 JEEP with 4-wheel drive.
•
We have clean, fresh. city-driven cars arriving al-
most daily—so see us before you trade_ yes) might
Save many. many dollars. We guarantee to satisfy.
SEE HUGO
Hugo Wilson Motor. ales
E. Main Stree.f". Phone 682
a
/Me- eirthrsgi- 'Or- tco wwirten lie
- - In 10, room. a fire should be stai•t---
CO. v. .r. both intake and outlet
New R00111 Heaters op. le,. A thermometer nung chest
tog% on the wan ,ltriti:d be c.n-
Keep Temperature sal^ d to -51:-Tte bare the t.,ritae a-
t a re not 1:64:1,,a; 50 dear-
Even, Save Fue ich a t,nm. S evt
5, he cared by having :he, •
The old-fashioned space heater petite ea so 90 de,:reesis on the way esat, Doing the same
lob_ today-but doing it better- • . .• .
are circulating heaters with auto-
matic controls, fuel - saving de-
vices and other features adapted
from modern central heating
plants. Self-modslating thermo-
stats maintain oniform comfort
by regulating the. supply of gal ADJI faNr
or oil according to temperature A used ear in good condition ischanges. Directional blowers blan- fo ir N. S I, - erten a better buy for the moneyket oors with warm air. 1 s Amo than a brand new one House.Cab:nets are styled to suit cur- hutiters are finding the same to berent tastes in home decoration. true in the -used home" market.Some are Insulated so that the
cabinet is safe. for children tO
touch.
Although most gas and oil heat-
ers are used in homes without
central heating, one-manufactur-
er, the Coleman Company, says
many units are being used to heat
additions to hornet; that d3 have
central sestema A central furnace
that is cirrectly sized to keep a
house warm may not be large
enough to do the job when the
bouse is enlarged-for instance,
when an expansion attic is fin-
ished Supplementary beating, amos...,1





ty .h3v. tn.: S.d
ijutant of the Kadak, pus!, id
• n. Lousy Parka. oil..., dd.r.ititn.
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WORD OF FLYER'S RELEASE
1, C.)
THE FAMILY or Sgt..11owara Brown, one 3t the II American fly' re
Red China is releasing, reads tele-giants of cotigratulatii,h
Paul, Minn. Telegrams are from kLnnenota a senators, Edward J.
(H) end Hubert tiiimphrry (0). From left: Mrs, Wiley
.1 , ,.son, sister; Joseph Brown, brother; Mrs. Dorothy Kirov.,
S, sister; Mrs. Frank Brown, 
; lirt. 
mother; lIo•onint Wr or. f -1, t 




Realaestate brokers. Counsel cli-
ents to look beneath the surface
for the remodeling potential la
older houses. If the house is strue-
' Aurally sound, the buyer usually
can end up with a house with a
re-sale value far higher than the
purchase price and remodeling
cost combined. Here are some
"used home" shopping tips:
Choose a house that is already
the -right size for. your present
'needs-with expansion possibili-
ties in an attic or breezeway if
your family is on the increase.
A sound, intact shell is a mes).
Signs ofssettling. such as slopiag
floors or wall cracks, suggest a
-faulty foundation or siSigns of
• dampnesi in the basement should
be investigated Floors which vi-
brate or squeak mean trouble, but
bracing may remedy this. Wi• -
draws and doors should ,
smoothly and swing even*.
When remodeling, attend to a
weatherworn roof 1:,:st,
since it's the first line of defense
against weithe.r. A sound, watern
tight_rooL fire_are,latant asphalt
shingles tan be ecoilismihIly Ap-
plied -often right over the oil
- • t oofirig,--Nritt, are that lturstr.:iag
Preqtretfe-ssreatterz-regmarri-lete:
pair Of replace ei..dows acid (roast
that are not in condition to sea)
Out wind, rain, arid dusts .
When decorating the house,
paint the siding arid trim in a-re-
lated tone of tne asphalt'roof col-
or A )tahloc-1 color scheme with-
out strong canti asts will go fai tc
diaglossa any _awkward as'haste-
tura! features an older hcuse may
have
The !;1",,it,•1 !;nt• of defens"
adequate sia-ulation. often lacains
in older houses Wrap the tunas,
in mineral wool all around, that'
is, in autside'walls and attic floor.
It will isecifuel bills low right
front the s rt. and pay for itseli
in a few sot ter:.
Once full weather sooteetion r
assured, interior remodeling' Can
gi.duallv. as you, hudaelpermits
MILFORD. Neb. - Hoh
school gnaduation exercises lit•:-e
wimost had to be postponed be-
cause of a mix-Up of addresses
The diploma.; intended for Mul-
ford. Nob. were sent to Milford,
Kan.. by mistake. School off.,-:..:s
I ew to- the Kransai town and r, -





Until someone invents a win-
Cow pane that stays clean with-
cut washing, window manufac-
turer; are concentrating their at-
tsntion on rciaking their products
easier r0: the housewife to clean.
• Mato v God window"; now are
riade with sash that slip easily
cut of the frame so they caa be
asshed easily and conveuiently
iasiie the room. The latest is the
slirling window, the kind which
iriPS from. wide- 4o- sede---instread of --
tp and down. The sash lifts right
cat with a slight pressure applied •
t the top.
The sliding units are made of
onderosa pine, in various shapes
:rid sizes to meet the needs of
c ifferent rooms.
For example, horizontal rows of
.ding windows are installed
h!!tt in the vialls of bedrooms and
small living rooms to allow more
wall space for placement of fur-
niture. Groups of tall sliding
units,' reaching almost from floor
1.1 ceiling, are popular for en-
cased porches and living roams
s',-hen a good view and plenty of
light are desired.
An tn-between size, square or
nearly square in shape, is often
'installed singlys or in groups
above kitchen . sinks. Windows
over a sink ate usually at arm's
length from the housewife, buta
the sidewarstallickusicstipsarnakea
Mem easy-to open and close. The
removable-sash feature makes it
possible to wash them withoat








The Industrial salt left kept as it wee alter the bomb
fell. The blast went oft &linnet directly over this con-
crete-steel structure. Now It. • skeletal monument.
Golehl ()shims, 73. slts attile Chamber of Commerce building de•k
In Hiroshima, on same job he bad when the atom bomb struck.
He was In the C. of C. building about 150 feet front ground zero
on Aug. 0, 1943. Of 50 peopie in the building then, he is the solo
survivor. Through window behind him is the dome of the Indus-
•tial ball (closeup Ut photo tsbue)•
BA.NKEWS HOURS
MARION. - -
h.:ws" have a new meamag it
the Bank of Marion. It recently
retailed a teller's tirindova acres-
lions the sidewalk, and cus-
nin.-s cat now do their banking
liii te ona houi 'tietfasais and one
hear after the traditional b- nkint
f 
bouts of 9 am' to 3 p ni
THE ASPIRIN RID
NEW BRITAIN. Conn. - --
Police brought two st'id cite half
year old Karen Motawsk! to New
Britain General llospital afier she
I ewallowed 50 aspirin tablets - an
cutlet battle. ,he amas treated and
distiharged, nowIng no ill effects
20-in.Fans $2495)
STE OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF OTHER FANS




11 BICYCLE (girls or boys)
1 50 lbs. POPCORN
5 60 lbs. St GAR
Ticket Must Be Present for Drawing — Court Yard, Aug. 6, 8 P.M.
All  You Have To Do To Get A  Chance On These Prize:,
VOTE *
Saturday. August 6, 1955
Ala


















THURSDAY. AUGUST 4. 1955
Here Are The Prizes In Big
Ledger And Times Contest
drand Prize, Clam A ' navy color, from the Kenlake-BoatAn Airex No. 311 Mastereel Dock, Kentucky Lake State Dock.Aristocrat !ginning reel and This prize, worth more thanmatching Airex No, 255 Tubular $35.00 can be 'obtained by ac-Glass spinning rod, plus an Arrest quiring the moat points in classNo. 592 Spinning Lure containing B.
ten Aires apin baits, pll from the Clam A Division PrisesAires Corporation, Division of the This class is for men only, theLionel Corporation, New York.
This prize, worth more than
$50.00 can be obtained by :see
quiring the most points in Class
A.
Grand Prize, Class B
A Heddon No. P41 "Pal" casting
reel and matching Heddon Dowa-
grac No. 225 'Pal" Tubular Glass
casting rod from James Heddon's
Sons, of Dowagiac, Michigtin; plus
one pale of Sperry Top Sider
shoes, oxford type, your size and






ladies and minors under 16 have
a special class just for their bene-
fit. In eaet division u certain
number of points will be awarded '
for each place, to be applied to-
ward winning the grund prize.
Ten extra points will be awarded
for a photograph of fish and
catoher when enclosed with each
entry. To win the grand prize a
person must win more than one
place, or acquire extra points by
enclosing a photograph. The size
of the fish determines its place
— —
se'
Artist H. C. Detje's sketch of the orbit for the recent-ly approved satellite. The U.S. hopes to launch theunmanned satellite about 300 miles above the Earth'ssurface at 18,000 m.p.h. and would circle the Earthevery 90 minutes. (International Soundphoto)
Chuck's Ashland Service
So. 4th and Svcambre
NOW READY TO SERVE YOU WITH
• FIRESTONE TIRES and TUBES
• WASHING - LUBRICATION - POLISHING
• ROAD SERVICE and AUTO REPAIR




Division I, Smallrnouth Cr
largemouth bass caught on artifi-
cial or live bait.
lei Place. —7 35 points.- and -a
Bronson all Giros Casting rod O'es
foot) and Bette casting reel from
Morgan and Allbritten Grocery
on the Concord Road; plus, 3
Pop-N-Dive casting lures from
Mike Stranak and the Pop-N-Dive
Tackle Company; plus, 3 Lucky
Bunny lures from the Allen
Tackle Company, Chicago, Ill.
2nd Place — 20 points, and 3
No. 501 white medium Bombers,
from the Bomber Bait Company,
Gainesville, Texas; plus, one
"Famous Foursome" kit, contain-
ing four lures foam the Florida
Fishing Tackle Company, rnanu-
factures of Barracuda Brand Fish-
ing Tackle, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Division 2, Crappie caught, on
live bait.
1st Place '35 point..., and 500
minnows (40 dozen) from Murray
Bait Company, on the East High-
way.
2nd Place- 20 points, and a
plastic fly box, a Floating Landing
Net with nylon webbing and a
cane pole holder from Urban G.
Starks and Son hardware, 12 and
'Poplar.
Division 3, Crappie caught on
artificial bait.
1st Place — 35 points, and a
Lazy Ike Tackle Pack with fitted
compartments for stringer, file,
oil, and leader, complete with
shoulder strap, from the Kautzky
Lazy Ike Company, Fort Dodge.
; Iowa, -phis 3 Pop-N-Dive spin size
lures from Mike Stranak and the
Pop-N-Dive Company.
2nd Place — 20 Points, and 3
Pop-N-Dive casting hires from
Mike Stranak and the Pop-N-Dive
'Cackle Company.
DivOion 4, Bluegill caught on
artificial or live bait.
1st Place — 30 Points and a
Fred Artinigast Spin Kit. contain-
ing 5 famous Arbogast baits, from
the Fred Arbogast Company,
Akron, Ohio.
Zed Place — 15 Points, and 3
Ubangi lures from the Allen
Tackle Company, Chicago.
Division 5. Catfish caught on
pate and line.
1st Place — 30 Points, and an
Arbogast Spin Kit, from the Ar-
bogast Company.
'2nd Place — 15 Pointe, and 3
Unbagi lures from the Allen
Tackle Company, Chicago.
Division 6. Stripped bent- taught
on artificeil or live bait.
1st Place -- 35 Pointe, and 3
ParraN,Diver spin Iiiret -Triirn Mike
Stranak and the Pop-N-Ditre
Tackle Company; plus an Arbo-
earn Spin Kit, from the Fred
Arbogast Company.
2nd Place -- 20 Pointe, and 3
N. 301 wh.te midget &embers
Lein the Bomber Bait Company.
Clam B Division Prizes
Tine r aos is for womeia and
minors under .16, only. It is pro-
vided so that everyone will have
,n equal chance ar• Winning a
..rand prize. The same point sys-
tem as described under Division
A applies here. Extra points may
Aso be arquirod by submitting a
i.thoto of angler and •fah caught
,eith each entry.
Division 1. Smallmouth or large-
71outh .basi; caught: on artificial
live bait.
•
Id Place — 15 Points, and a
I" ogress Ice Picnic Chest from
Murray Coal and Ice Company
an South 4th; pito, 3 Pop-N-Dive
casting lures from Mike Stransit.
..nd the Pop-NDive Tackle Com-
pany; plus 3 Ubangi !arcs from
:ie Allen Tackle i'ompany, Chico-
plus, a • eFernous: • Fen riaome"
kit containing four Barracuda baits
from the Florida Fishing Tackle
t'ompany.
2nd Place — 20 Pointe, and a
"Famous Foursome" kit front the
Florida Fishing Tackle Company;
elus, 3 No. 701 white Bomberettes
an the Bomber .Bait Company,
Taxaxs.
J-
THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
BACKSTAIRS AT THE
true. Bulganin and the Communist
Thia. interpretatien was far from
WHITEHOUSE • - Inert)," boa Nikita K.hrushehev.
rarely moved Without at least six
cluloads of Russian and Swiss
security agents around them. There
WASHINGTON — Backstairs 
usually were three or four carloads
of American Secret Service agentsat the White House:
and Swiss' detectives around Mr.President ,• Eleenhower naturally
'Eisenhower.was happy to get home from Di-
It was .a fact that the Russians
rope veith a load of toys for ias I
grandchildren. But is doubtful that moved in open cars long enough'he has had an opportunity to to get their pictures distributed all,serve one of the latest eccornnlo:o over the world, but then they wentmente of his 7-year-old grandson, back to the bullet-proof closed,David. jobs front 
the rear 
windows.oscow with heavy cur-
David. accosding to friends who tuns across 
eknew the John Eisenhower family There also was a widely printed'
well at Ft. penning. Ga., and more report awl the gate to the Presi-recently at Ft. Leavenworth, Kans., dent's villa was guarded aroundhas become quite adept at imitat-. 
, 
the clock by three or more SSIna his grandfather. agents. Actually, there was rarely
more than one American on the
Other kids sometimes stage moo
"press conferences" with Divid late,plus a Swiss sold.er and aand question him on the pres,ng . Swiss detective. The Swiss govern-events of their day,* just as they Jinent maintained similar and some-see Mr. E:senhower interogated times heavier protective details at
_ (an
television. His youthful brows fur- the villas of other principals.
row gravely and he'll etrut around The American security menthe eieftWalk, conference idiendiegriazound the Eiserrhcrwer -villa 'fellWith mock concern to such vital genuinely smpathetic far the Swissitems as "What do you thine of troops on guard duty. Most ofYour new teacher" of "Give us these troops carried 500 roundsyour opinibn of the Long Ranzerea of rifle ammunition around their
, necks, packed tn two heavy boxes.Much was made, particularly 111T_ The buffet sessions arranged forthe European press last week,. of--rhe Big Four adjoining their coun-protection afforded Mr. Eisenhow. cil chamber after each days meet-er as contrasted with the security ate turned out to be generally briefarrangements for his Russian coun. affairs.
terparts. — -
A number of Europeans. and
Americans, too, were critical be-
cause the President was given
much heavier and more obvious
protection than Premier Bulge:tin.
It was painted cut opeatcdly that I
the Russians stele the eroloagneela4 ball from the United States byS
having their pranotpals travel about I
Geneva in open ears, while Mr. I
Eisenhower moved • in a cloied
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer
'Divleion 2. Crappie caught oi,
live. bait
1st Place — 35 Points, and a
Glass crappie pole. .a seething 4e
paddle, a long handle nylon !
floating Dip Net from the Cane-way Minnow Gar•P•u on SOuth 4th
Street: plus, 3 Pop N-Dive carting
lures from Mike Stranak and the
Pop-N-Dive Tackle Company .
and Plage — 20 points, and a
5 foot Great Lakes Clam casting
rod complete %%eat 50 yards nylon
line, a Griat, Lakes casting .freel
ti'1te plug, all from the
N. S. iiitteasnpany on East Main
1
TO THE VOTERS OF MURRAY
On this coming Saturday you will elect a City Judge. I am
asking all of you to stop and think who would be the best man foi-
the jot —and I feel that when you have thought about the qualifica-tions and expz.rience needed for this office, that you will see fit to
cast your vote for ELIAS ROBERTSON.
My policy is to deal with each one honestly and fairly, to
carry out all of the duties of the office.,of City Judge, to cooperate
with the other city officials , and to conduct the City Court in a
friendly straight-forward manner.








tat Place — 35 points, and a
Falls City Minnow Bucket, with
air breather innerliner; a '1..ttlel
Giant flah stringer; a nylon nun-
now Dip Net; and three 'Owen!
Crarip.e Rini all from the Lake
Stop Grocery. on , the East P -
way. •
2nd Place — 20 points, lied 3
Pup-N-Dives, spin size, from Mike
Stranak and the Pep-N-Dive
Tackle Company.
Division 4, Bluegill caught on
artificial or live halt.
Let Place — 30 points, and an
Arbogast Spin Kit, from the Fred
Arbogast Company.
2nd Place — 15 points. and 3
Lucky Bunny bolts, from the
011
Alien Tackle Company.
Division 5, Cattreh caught on
pole and line.
1st Place — 30 points, and an
Atbogast Spin Kit from the
Fred Arbogast Company.
2nd Place — 15 points, ard 3
Lucky Bunny baits from the Allen
Tackle Company.
(Division 8, Stripped bass caught
'on artificial .or live bait.
1st Place — 35 points, ad 3
Pop-N-Dive spin size lures from
Mike Stranak and the Pop-N-
Dive Tackle Company; plus, an
Arbogast Spin Kit, containing 5
aOhio.
2nd Place — 20 points, arid 3
No. 5336 Bomber Bushwac ker
baits from the Heather 'Salt Com-
pany, Texas.
Enter as many times as
can, in each Division of the (
o oh.ch you are ,elitrible.
more timer; you enter, the goo' .
the chance of winning more Div-
a:en priaes and a Geind Prize.
One of the hottest romentic. teams
,er to be filmed under a tropleal
oin are Jelin Pat lie and he iutitiil
I Mary Murphy uho are ,hown
above in a *erne from "Hell's
bland;' which opens tomorrow In
Technicolor and VistaVision at the
Varsity Theatre. ,
PAGE THREE
How to . . . 
Keep Cool
In Summer
Is your home a heat trap—or a
haven from summer heat' There's
no substitute for year-mend air
conditioling, but ff your budget
isn't quite ready for it, here are
some interim Pleasures you can
take to keep cool:
1. Insulate walls and ceilings
(this is the first step and a must
for efficient and economical air
conditioning, anyway). In a house
already built, this means blowing
in enougin mineral wool to fill tip
the holldto spaces in the
In an attic floor, pour or blow in
at least four inches of mineral
wool, or install batts or blankets.
If you plan to convert the attic to
living space, insulate between the
'roof rafters.
. 2. Ventilate the house with an
attic fan. Early in the evening.
turn on the fan, open the attic.
passageway, and the windows.
This quickly siphons away
trapped hot air. Even a small fan
placed on the attic floor and di-
rected to an open window or
louvre will be of some help.
3. Draw window shades, except
on the shady side of the house
4. As a temporary measure for
a hot room, blow a fan over a
bowl of ice cubes.
5. Hose down walks and reflec-
tive Surfaces around the house.
The reflected rays of the sun can
add greatly to the heat of a house.
DOWN DOWN FROM 8TH FLOOR!
LAWRENCE YUDIN, 45. hurtles earthward from an eighth floor avtn.dow ledge in Newark. N J., as tiremen and volunteer, brace forthe shock Yudire father of four children, left s note saying "Myfamily doesn't want rue anymore." His back is eroken but he laexpected to eve. (internatiortat .,/unaph,oto)
TABLES TURNED ON THE AFL
THREE SAFES burned out and a sign reading "This Is a non-union
job, please do not patronize," Is the disconcerting scene which
Al Miller surveys in Los Angeles AFL's Labor temple. Three
teen-agers got away—with $729, (International Sound photo)
To the Voters
of the City of Murray
Ii_
As the time draws Ii to election day, I would liketo once again solicit your vote, in my race for the officeof City Judge.
I wish to state that I stand on my record as yourCounty Judge in 1937. I conducted that office in an effi-cient manner, made impartial decisions ,and did the bestthat I know how.
_Al elected your—C,ity—Judge- un Saturday,41 will 6ian-duct that' officern a fair and impartial manner.
I have lived in Murray since 1905, have been in busi-ness in Murray, and know and have friends in this entirtarea who will vouch for me.
Any consideration you might give me on Saturday,August 6 will be appreciated.
Sincerely,
John W. Clopton
CANDIDATE for CITY JUDGE
Consider Facts
A Sales Tax ill Take $4509000.00
Otit Of Calloway County Each
and Every Year
(based on 1952 retail sales)
Food and clothing and everything we buy will become
more expensive. The treasury in Frankfort will grow
fatter and Colloway Countians will become less prosper-
ous. Bert Combs and his $100,000,000 sales tax must
-17o re defeated it's more than anyone should be expected
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United Priem Staff C'orreapoodent
HOLLYWOOD art — Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis are negotiating
with NB:-TV and Paramount to-
day to split up the famous team.
a.nd friends believe that within
10 days they'll dec:cle whether to
break up or make up.
Wnether the curly-haired singer
and- the rubber-faced comed,an
will "divorce" nearly has pushed
the eternal question et Debbie and
- Eddie- out of Hollywood conversa-
tion.
Dean and Jerry's long nr.oulder-
Ing differentes erupted three
-months ago when Jerry went erst
time Martin insisted "we will work
together next fall because we have
Contracts."
' adt after Jerry" returned to
Hollywood the two separately ap-
proaehed Paramount and NBC,
through lawyers and agents, to try
to get out of the contracts. The
employers are trying to reconcile
the team, friends soy, "and it's a
matter of delicate negotiations
with everybody making different
otters and counter-offers. Right
now Dean and Jerry both want to
break an."
The boys are not due to work
together until their first TV saw
in September. But their 'associates
feel "this quarrel will be settled
one way or. another within the
next 10 days."
-"I think they're still torch.ng
for each other and may fall back
into each Other's arms any min-
ute." one associate of the team ,
said "It's like a marriage. A
couple tries a trial separatiod and '
winds up back 'together."
Hollywo.xl experts at irst ch:r-
for a premiere of tne.r latest pie- used Martin and Lewis Wale great ,caffeet
--4ere-e:nci-Deest-eterred-heree. aest the .'--e--teem but divided- vosaigrogalls-j-
He'll forget his diet, however,
' BACKSTAIRS AT TIM
WHITEITOUSE
By NEIRRIMAN SMITH
United Pre*. White House Writer
WASHINGTON U — Backstairs
at the White Haase:
The rich food. al Switzerland
must have adued to President
Eisenhower's waistline. At break-
fast the other morning with some
Republican members of Congress
at the Statler Hotel. the President
requested and received saccharin
for his coffee.
TRYING TO KEEP DOPE HIDDEN
VIRQINIA FLORES tries' to atria officer Ed Patton away from the
bathroom dc-or during • narcotic.; raid in Oxnard, Calif. Patton
found a -MC' eheff 1wfina:ly got In. Ten men and a woman were
arrested in a series oe raids In the Oxnard and 'El Rio. Calif.,
Ohms, largest swoop in Ventura county tirtory. (noterstatioe•I)
AIR CONDIIIONED
I ts1 !IMF, TONIGH I
"BATTLE CRY"
with St• HEFLIN
1/41 ,TI A I reran in %Idn
Cre,te rears our el vibe slow











'JOHN PAYNE • MARY MURPHY
aesse--
' Normally Mr. Eisenhower does
'not eat much for breakfast. If
there are no guests and he break-
fasts alone, his meal usually is
limited to fait uice and coffee,
On cccasion. he had been heard
to yearn for such big breakfast
items as cornmeal flapjacks and
friend scrapple, but when it comes
to actual eating he put; aside his
dreams and st:cts to juice and
when he goes fishing this month
in Colorado. -Camping out- on the
however. since their separation
both have been Pressed with offers
for single performances.
Major film studios have show-
ered Jerry with comedy roles
Dean has been asked to star alone
.r. musicals. Both have received
lucrative offers from TV and,Broad-
way shows.
'Those offers may- really drive
Them apart.' the associate adds.
"F.ach is tempted to prove to the
world. himself and the other that
he has the talent to stand on his
,iwn "
One Paramount 'rzurce said the
studio insists the boys work to-
gether. or they'll have to bey back
their contract Other sources- said
the studio was trying to work out
a new contract that would allad -
the _team to take outside- lobs •fs;
singles.
Their Paramount contract was
one of the MOSI lucrative in show
business - 5 million dollars for
the next five years at one picture
a year. They also hold deals with
producer Hal Wallis and with NBC
TV
western slope of the Rockies at
Fraser. Mr. Eisenhower cooks for
his entire party and his breakfast
specialty is a pancake made of
a standard mix combined with
waterground corn meal.
Mr. Eisenhower's assistant, Sher-
man Adams, sees that the Chief
Execui.ve is well supplied with
New England's best maple syrup.
All sorts of kissing went on in
the White House press room the
other day. It was quite pristine,
however. as the girls on the press
office staff said goodbye to John
L Cutter, the veteranUnited Piaui
reporter who is leaving Wasting..
ton to head op public relations for
the Chevrolet division of General
Motors.
A calm and collected magazine
writer was sitting in the placid
White House lobby the other after-
noon when the door to the con-
ference room smashed open amd a
horde of reporters boiled ,out at
top speed, headed for the press
room.
The writer stopped one of the
-thundering- herd- and asked what
all the excitement was about. -
"'Space travel,- shouted the im-
patient reporter.
"DOn't hand me this fOolls11--
rims." snarled the author. -If you
haven't gut time to talk, just say
The " excitment naturally was
about Mr. Eisenhower's approval
of plans to go ahead with con-
struction of experimental satellites
to whiz around the world in outer
space at 18,000 miles an hour.
The anncuncement led to all
sorts if speculation around the
White House abeut the. future.
Such as. Will the President estab-
lish a summer White House or.
Saturn'
Chances are good that the Eisen-
bowers this year will spend their
first Ctristnias -at 'Witte- In' Get-
tysburg, the-- theory being that
they will want to be close to
Washington rather than in Augus-
ta('Ga, when the time nears for
the arrival of their fourth grana-
child.
The President and Mrs. Eisen-
howeer may. however, make a
Thanksgiving trip to Georgia.
Mighty Lak a Bird
MILLIONS OF parts, thousands of tons of delicate and complicated
machinery, 11.570.000 square feet of area and upwards of 45.000
people ort the Pah' That's what Lasekteed Aircraft Coe-pc-riders
uses in producing aircraft ranging from bulged-top radar planes
for military, below, to domestic airliners.
l'ssT II LING intricate electrical
-vstem of luxurious Con-
stellation is typical of tasks con-
fronting cnrrow,-,:. ' One
AT SPIAWLIN California di-
vision plant in Burbank work-
men are often dwarfed by
such production line featurcs
as three-bladed, 15-foot pro-
pellors on giant 68-passenger
. a irlinars
cLOSELY LINKED with Lockh. , tifak t.ar.n-
i,ortation. Its big trucks and Leiters ale snore than transpoit
vehicles- they air an extension of assembly liros that produce
components of _aircraft. International trucks. likc that shadowea
above by Constellation's noje, virtually tie company's three Call.
f"rrila factories togethen
. F
THURSDAY, 'AUGUST 4, 1955.
Earl T. Osborne for Commonwealth Attorney
In accordance with custom I wish to take
this opportunity to issue this my formal an-
nouncement of my candidacy for the office
of Conumonwealth Attorney of the Forty-amend
Judicial District composed of Calloway, Liv-
ingston, and Marshall Counties.
_ Realizing that those who read this announce-
ment are busy with their own affairs and in
all likelihood have something better to du,
I shall state the lisets of my background and
present endeavors in as short And col:liaise 11 a
LS possible and then let the matter real.
I was born on a farm in Ballard County
Kentucky, on July 10, 1920 the son of Bill
and Dovie Osborne. I attended High School
at Kevil. Kentucky, where I graduated in 1940.
Immediately upon graduation I enlisted in the
United States Air Force where I served on
active duty until December 1945. I am Still A
member of the reserve and have been since the
end of my tour of duty in 1945. I served with
the 9th air force in the European Theatre of
Operations where I took part in the following
battles: Central Europe, Rome-Aro, Southern
France, Normandy, Northern Vance. Ardenes,
and Rhineland. For my activities I was torte
decorated with the air medal. I wish to make
tt clear! I do not relate the record of my
military serY ices boastfully, I left too many
good friends over there to boast of my small
part. I did no more "ban my "share and no more
than I %cold pro: ably do again if needed be.
After my reles o from military service
'entered the l:ni.ersity of Kentucky, where
I received my Ise degree in 1950. Since grado
tion, I have been engaged in the general
practice Of law At Benton. I AM married and
have two sons Bill. 11 years of age and Tommy
6 sears of age. f am a member of the fol-
lowing clubs and organisations: Kiwanis Club.
Woodman of the World. Veterans of Foreign
Wars, American Legion, Boy Scouts of Amer-
ica, iCubniaatera Girt Scouts of America,
'President of Bear Creek l'ouncill, Marshall
county Fair Association iChairman of Board
of Directors, Marshall County Junior (.'hamber
of C'onurience, Marshall County Bar Asoocia-
lion, Kentucky Bar Assixistion and University
of Kentucky .11umni Aa.sociation.
I have never sought or held a political
office or in any way been connected is ith
political affairs. The office which 1 now seek
is one that must be 4110 by ati attorney and
can be filled is ithout removing one's self from
the active private practice of law. My sole
ambttieiss ere in - e 4) HOW said as4 in
politics. Because of this it is my belief that
I ran make the people of this district a com-
petent. impartial and honest Consmonoealth's
Attorney, dealing fairly with all citizens that
come before the courts regardless of race.
creed, color, polities or religion. The Common-
wealth attorney is a prosecutor and if lie
should he biased on prejudiced in any was
he can easily become a persecutor, for this
reason the office should be filled by a com-
petent practicing attorney and not one with
political ties and obligations,
I hate no particular staffing virtues that
I can wave before you and say. or this reason
_141A11 should vote Inc me. LAilike__At.._tielitica.1
influence, no organisations, no connections
with persos in high places, just me, my ode.
and boss. We would deeply and sincerely
I
appreciate our vote on August iS and gise 
you our pledge: Honett and efficient public
I ser% ice.
As most of 'Cu know my opponent in this
race is Mr James LASIlater Of Murray, Who WAS
appointed to the office ohich I RON' seek by
itse present Goveraor. In Ail fairness to ma
candid... 1 to the voters and citizens of the- distil. I I feel it my duty and responsibility
to set forth his record in public office so the
I voters may go to the polls on August (lb with
fall understanding of the issue in this race.
Mr. Lassiter's record as Amon by the filies in
the Ciresit Court 4:lerk's of ice in MArStifil
and ( alloway Counties Is as follows:
GOLO BRIDGE AFFAIR
While Mr. Lassiter as ••• serving in the
Senate Calloway County was having trouble
;collecting from Commonyve•Ith of Kenuicky
for a Bridge it had destroyed by moving a
piece of heavy equipment oser it.
On March 4th, 1952, the General .Assembly
of Kentucky p.ased house Resolution No. 55
which had been introduced by the Representa-
tive from CalloN ay County Mr. Owen Billing -
ton. This Retolution allowed Callovvay County
to sue the Iommono ealth of Kentucky for
damages to the bridge ill All amount not to
exceed $22.O00.0e.
On April I. 1952. the Vestal Court of
Calloway County passed a resolution directing
the County Judge and County Attorney to
employ Me. 1.111e'OPT I', assist in the prepara-
tion and prose, itior of a suit against the Otate
a recover for the -image to the bridge.
On JUT e III 1952, the ounty Attorney Mr.
Nat Ryan HUr les prepared a suit and filed
it in the ofIne of the I. introit ( ourt Clerk:
this suit was prepared by Mr. Hughes', on his
typeo riter, on his paper, and signed by him
on behalf of himself and James Lavatiter. There
is no evidence in the record that ale Leasinr
did any 'work whatsoever in the preparation'
of the suit.
On October I. 11i51,•the Calicos:ay ( ircult
Court fostered an...agreed Order and Judgment
awarding the County 815,000 00, This judgment
was signed by Nat Ryan Hughes. Attorney
for Plaintiff. John ('. Talbott Assistant Attor-
Calloway'
The deposition of Nat Ryan Hughes taken
at his law office on 13 Os tuber. 1954, at 4 rim
before Essie Bailey a notary public, on Mom
5 shown that Mr. Lassiter made one trip Is
Frankfort in nonnection oath the case JIM
that he was paid S.:7 la as his expenses on the
trip. Anyerir who wishes to may examine this
depet.ition in the I intuit ( Curt t leek's Office.
It is filed in the action of Calloway County
et al vs. Nat Rsan Hughes.
Another deposition of Mr Hughes in the
same action taken at the law (Mite of Robert
0. Miller. County Courthouse, Murray'. Ken-
tucky', on september 17. 1954. at 3:40 P. M.
o'clork before Martha Bland, Examiner Callo-
way ('irruit Court at page 7 questions 51 and
52 show that Mr. I.voiter received for his
services as slated above A feel of 91412.50.
These facts are copied from the record
of the two above cases in tb. I Allooas ( irruit
Court Clerk's Office and may be examined by
any citizen who cares to do so. And in My
humble opinion every taxpayer should go take
a look arid tate where Mr. Lassater grabbed
91449.68 of his money for making one trip to
Frankfert during the time be OAS serving you
as your Senator,
AS you know there was an attempt made
to eta er up this entire affair, and it ors (cover-
ed up until a Murray Newspaperman went to
work and exposed it. After the thing had
been brought out in the open the Fiscal Court
held an investigation and required the is icloN.
of the late Hall Hood and Mr. Nat Ryan
Ilughes to repay the county all money thea
had received as fees in the ase. V1111( W VS
MR. LASSITER NOT REQUIRED TO RE,- CND
IIIS ALSO?
He was A public official is hen he took it
the same as the other too. The re( i,rd
that Nat Ryan Hughes did all of the work in
thc ease, in fact he ',forked on it for two
years before Mr. Lassiter ever heard of it, yet
he was allowed no fee whatsoever and I.ittle
Jimmie went galloping siff yvith $1449.68 and
a pat on the back. In my humble opinion this
affair nerds another investigation. Senators
have no more right to aliarfe the ta•payers
for their services than County Judges and
County Attorneys If it was not fair and legal
for one to collect a fee then it is as not fair
and legal for the other, and in any event the
ice if any, should have been paid lo the man
who did the work.
The record is clear and there can he no
doubt about it James Lassiter charged the
taxpayers of Calloway County 111449.0a for
making on trip from Murray. Kentucky', to
Frankfort, Kentucky while he was seesaw;
them as their Senator. Now he in asking the
same taxpayers to vote for him again for Com-
ney General, Ira D. Smith, Judge
Circuit Court, W. P. Curtin. Commissioner of
highways, and Clifford R. Barnes Commis-
sioner of Finance. Nowhere on the judgment 
does Mr. Lasolters signature appear.
There are only the papers in this file
Which anyone may examine in the Circuit
Court Clerk's Office. The style of the action
is Calloway ('ourity and the Fiscal C'ourt of
Calloway County on relation of Nat ',Ryan
Hughes, vs. The Commonwealth of Kegtucky
and the Department of Highways of the Cunt-
' morioealth of Kehtthelty. These. papers are, r11
( umplaint, 2 Demur. 131 Judgment i4) Satis-
faction. i5i Taxation of ('oat.
It is apparent that Mr. Lassiter drew none
of these papers and in fart was not even pre-
sent when they were drawn for his signature
appears on none of them except the complaint
where it was signed by Hughes on his behalf..
1 so he did no work ohailloever in the case.
monwealth's Attorney. As Abrahams Lincoln
so Ably put it, "I don't believe you can fool
all of the people all of the time.",
THE DOWNING CASE
On the night of February 17, 1951, Charles
Ray Downing, a resident of Marshall County
beat his 15 months .0111. step-daughter Nancy
Jo Clover to death lisfried her multilated
body in a hug pen, poured concrete over It
and Mel from., MOMMIW-Ilkereiver- three years
Federal And State Law enforcement officers
chased him and finally in the latter part of
August 1954. he was arrested in Fort way..
Indiana, and brought back to Marshall Countj
to stand trial. On the 20th of October, 1954.
the ("fend Jury of Marshall County indicted
him for wilful murder. This was the mond
atrocious crime ever committed m the Stall
of Kentucky and rivaled the famous Lindbergh
case for sheer brutality. If ever a man de-
served the maximum punishment this one did.
yet he never got into the courtroom. Mr Las-
siter met with his lawyers in the Judges'
chambers and the next any of us knew Dovu-
trig OAS gone from the County Here is
_happened: ..The judgement in the ism_
recorded in Commonoefilth Judgement Book
No. 3 at page 110 in the Circuit COWS Clerk's
Office in Renton and may be examined by any
interested. Mr. Lanater agreed to reduce the
charge to yoluntary Manslaughter and agreed
to a sentence of 10 years This means that
Douning will be freed on probation after serv-
ing 3 years and 4 months. This is the first
time in the history of Marshall Counts that
a man has ever been sentenced to the nen
without a jury being impaneled to Ds 71ke
punishment. Mr. Lassiter circumvented the
jury in this CAM` fle.aare he knew he would
never get :I men from this county to agree
to such radwilously loss sentence. We has,
come to accept the smoke filled roam coo
ferences in polities hut they should not b,
introduced into our judicial system.
CONCLUSION
fully realize that ohene%er a candldite
for public offiee Warta talking about his op-
ponent some people immediately start the cry
of "Mud Slinging'. I am sore' this charge will
he made to the above statement and in rrbuttel
to it I wish to point out that if the above
I', 'Mud" it came directly out of the Court
records of Calloway and Marshall C•unties
and was plsred there by my opponent. There
Are mans other things tat I could talk about
sue as hoo he procured his appointment to
the office he noss holds against the rocillgoso
forbiddance of Section 44 of the Constitution
of Kentucky. lloo the bill creating th• office
was rigged AS to its effective date so as tO
stall off an election for a year and a half and
many, many other things. I tar purposely
chosen to stick with the public mortis so there
can be no doubt As to the accuracy of is hat I
have said.
%. the people of Calloway ( minty know,
ms oppiment oafs elected to the State Senate
and quit his oMce leaving it vacant for 411..-t
a yraral. have rioter before sought or held A
public ark e hovie'Ver, I belles e with all heart
Call improf C upon ms opponent's record. All
I ask is that you the voters give me a chance
to shoo is hat I can do. Every man is entitled
to one chance to .41)C'tellill, rtly opponint has




Vote For Earl T. Osborne
Candidate for Common‘sealth Attorne% 42nd Judicial Distrir





















































































  HAVE YOUR HOME TREATEDFOR SALE: GOOD IITCYC'LE for now against termites. Five yearsale. Will sell cheap. Dan Roberts, rarranite insured. We spray forphone 1011. 
A'F'". ants, moths, silver fish, mosquitos, !
roaches, and chinesa elm trees.
SOMETILLNG'S WRONG HERE.Kelly Erste inator and Frit ACio3c 
era what they think their prin-
 cipal 
Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441.
Recently I have been asking farm-
, problems are. One, ao ex-
SiNVELOPLin, entiseELCaint.S, EN. cellent young farmer in Todd
(elopes, up to 10 x 15. Brown County, answered by giving this
drop envelopes of any size t example of one of his own probe
7ou ne-d ciasp envelopes sal. ; lents. In 1947 he purchased a
at the Leaser and Time-, °Mee I tractor for $1,690, paid for from
pi1414. departmen„ Perfent for the proceeds of the sale of ap-
• proximately 770 bushels of corn.
at $2.20 per bushel. Now he needs
a new tractor and finds that one
in the same relative class costs
13.900. His corn will bring onlyOver half century. Porter White, $1,50 per bushel, thus requiring
Manager. Phone 121. A6 C about 2500 bushels or 34. times
WANTED: IRONING
 more corn than was needed inwriz. DO 
Las my home. Call Mn. Buel Stalls. 
1947. If farmer John had 2600
Tel. 1273. A.5c bushels of corn foe market in
 1947, he could have bought a
MONUMENTS tractor and had 1800 bushels left
Calloway Monument Company on for other expenses and farm and
West Main Street near College. home improvements. Today his
Vester Orrin owner. (Vice phone Intoblem is hisw
FOR 85. Horne phone Wit A8C 1 his needed equipment.A4C
' The cost of tractors and other
farm expenses is geared to in-
dustrial income and labor costs.
. with their quick tax write-offs.
• NOTICE: AUGUST SPECIAL $10 
LOST NEW 18x24 TARPAU: . n guaranteed annual wages, unem-
between Lynn Lassiter's and ware- ployrnent insurance and the like.for $8 50, cold wave permanents,
$8.50 for $6.50 and $850 for $6.00.
Ask about our free cooker and
deep try to be given away. Jean's15th at Poplar - ('all 479 Beauty Shop. Call 1091 for ap-
pointment. 103 North 5th Street.
NOTICE
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE: EXTRA NICE General
Electric washing- ma:-hine with
pump. priced at $79.511 Exxhaoge
Furniture Co. Pbone 877. MC
FOR SALE: 3 - PIECE LIVING
rocrn •ulte, coffee table and step-
tip end table, all for te low lance
039.50 Exchangn Furniture Cu.
'Atone 877
00,
SALE: LIKE NEW TANDEM
5e12 utility trailer. Phone
Lawrence Rickert. A-5C
SALE: TWO USED Agrientl-
Mower's-eft. in good 'condi-
tion. See at Stokes Tractor arid
Implement Compaey. E. Main St-
A6C •1156. AC
FOR SALE: 6 - BOOM HODSE
with 2 acres of land on CaLchvater
Road. mile from College. Phone
695-J-1, A6C
FOR SALE. ANTISUES. CORNER
tables, chairs, manble top tables.
rockers and many other tings. Call
1374-J A6C
goR SALE Oft RENT: LARGE
.111cdt. r 11 house, newly decorated
leas than block ..oni College. Also
furnished apt. for rent. Bilbrey's








FOR SALE: NEWLY BUILT 3
bedroom home. 314 Wood's wn.
Owner leavings town. Ph. 1480-W.
A4P
FOR SALE: JOHN DEER.w. Trailer
Mower-Good Condition. One used
team mower, in perfect condition.
One team stalk' cutter-like new.
See at Stokes Tractor and Imple-
ment Csainpany. Tel. 1156. AC
FOR SALE: 1950 Oldsmobile, good
rubber all alound. Will sell at a
berg/fin. Call 776-J or see Marvin







Murray Mamie and Granite winks.
Builders of fine memorials for
Lost & Found
A5C
Baucum Real Estate Agewy
PEOPLES BANK BUILDING
For all of your real estate needs, check with us first We
kleVe a Large tele.ctio9_.1/44.c4w4F.o joropeoly 110,4, iasa!luciavaia
are city houses arid lots, farms, lake property and busi-•
ness opportunities.
Following are a few of our many listings:
• For $15,000.00 we offer you a two bedroom houselocated on Sycamore Ext. This home has a large livingroom, dining room, kitchell,--and den. It is completed :.ith a. a ity. room an lame doable garage. The in-terior is plastered. It has a large screened in back porchII and is located on a lot 100x150. An extra large lot, 25x-75, is included in thisseAleal, The home is locsted-osi----te-ipaved street, has plenty of shrunery and several fruittrees.
• We have a beautiful brick homi*-4ocated near thecollege. This house has two large bedrooms, large utility,'a breeze-way and garage, cedar lined closets, electricheat, insulated walls and ceilings, storm doors and win-dows, a hreplace in the living room, venetian blinds,shower, lavatory, and dissappearing stairway in utilityroom, and large bathrooms With cabinets and linen clos-ets. This house was built by the owner and spared noth-ing to make it the best. If you are interested in a goodhouse, you should see this one.
C.
Farm Facts
house on South 4th, early Wed- The farm counterparts of these are
nesday morning. Reward. Lynn "production control" and "price
Lassiter. 1753-J ASP supports." The support price of
wheat dropped from $2.24 per
bushel in '54 to $2.08 in '55. Parity
price is now $2.52. The support
price for 1956 is announced at
81.81." While one arm of the
government announces lower sup-
ports for farm products, - another
arm increases the minimum wage
scale from- '75 cents to $1.00 per
hour.
In the face of these lowering
farm prices and rising labor Ind
industrial income, consumers are
being misled in believing that
farmers and their government sup-
Ph
I HELP WANTED I
WANTED AT ONCE: 1st CLASS
Mechanic, apply to Bill Solomon
;Min Qt Murray NU:slam_ No phone
calls please. Murray. Ky TFC
F.FOR REN'r
s We -offer you a new three bedroom, brick houseloekted on South 11th Street. This house has a large -ing room tinis,hed in knotty pine, nice sized kitchen withlots of cabinet space, colored bath with linen closets,utility room and car-port. This home has electric heatand is fully insulated. It is located on a nice lot with anEast front. It is completed with a concrete drive fromthe street and good shade on the lot. This is an excellentbuy at $11.500.00.
• In smaller houses, we have a two bedroom houselocated on a paved street. for only $7,850.00. This househas it full basement, colored bathroom fixtures, largeliving room, kitchen and dinette. It is located on it lot94x340, near the school.
• Listed next is a 200 acre farm with. a six roomhouse, completed with .a full basement. It has an eightstall stock barn shedded on both sides, large tobaccobarn almost new. Also, it has a five acre tobacco base,plenty of ponds, and a creek with year around water.This farm is ideal for stock farming. It is in a high stateof cultivation. This is one of the best farms in the countyand can be bought for only $16,000.00.
•• For only $6.300.00 you can buy a good farm whichhas a Grade A dairy barn, extra good tobacco barn, goodlintrse with hot and cold water and 61 acres of good landto be farmed. This farm is located one- oft of the„ '-blacktop litglIWify miff ifbourrOur mires from Murray.
• We Offer you a seven room house on Olive Streetnear down town. This house is axed for two family oc-cupancy, has gas heat and part basement. This wouldbe ideal for someone desiring a place to live and has,.an income from the extra apartment. If you would la'• interested in something like this, see us at once. ,
• Among our many lots listed we have one large loton North )6th Street size 200x250. This lot faces east aand has lots of shade. Will sacrifice for quick sale.
1
FOR RENT: MODERN 4 ROOM
,pt., clectele heat. Available Aug.
15th. R. W. Ghucht11. Pk 7. A4C
[Female Help Wanted
WOMEN WANYED RIGHT NOW.
Address, iii post cants Mast
bitVe good handia(itimg. Box 73,
Belmont, Mass, . A4P
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Ledger and Times is author-
ized to announce the following
candidates subject ton the Demo-















If you have property to sell, rent, or lease, please
list it with us, we promise you our prompt and
ernest attention in each and every piece listed.
WEST MAIN ST. 'PHONE: day 48 - nite 1447
-
.ire the cause of the high
'cost of living.
THE SMALLEST ACREAGE OF
CORN on record was planted by
'Kentucky farmers in 1955. Only
over 2 million acres, with
an estimated production of 76
million bushels, is the official
ssumate. A few years ago it
required more than 3 million acres
to produce that much gram. This
reduction in land used for corn
will permit -larger acreages of
alfalfa and pastures, which reminds
us that August is GREEN PAS-
TURE MONTH, the time to sow






Administration has been grant-





T. cc. BaStliIII. Sr.Deceased,






Jeat Steely, Executor, Hazel,
Kentucky.
All persons having clams ag iin-
it said estates are notified to pre-
sent them to the Administrator or
Executor verified 'accorttmg to
law. not later than November lit
1955.
R. B. Patterson, Clerk
U.S.-SOVIET FARMERS ON TOUR
THE AMERICAN FARM DELEGATION, visiting Russia, is pictured at a
collective farm near Odessa. William Lambert is shown acceptir ;bread and salt-traditional symbols of peace and friendship-froin
bearded L. P. Omishchenko, oldest member of the collective. At
bottom, Vladimir Matskevich, who heads the Soviet farm grouptouring the American corn belt area, presents Mrs. Victor Weddlewith a book on Russian agriculture at a farm near Mount Ayr, Iowa.Mrs. Weddle comes from MatskevIch's home town, She and her hp-
came to the sthited Ssntes after their marriage In Russia in "W.
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Over 400 farmers and bankers
attended "Kentucky Day" at the
U.S. S Oil and- Water Experiment
Station near Coshocton, Ohio, on
July 7. They were roost 1 moresGed
with the basic research work being
conducted and the practical ap-
plication and new cultural prac-
tices, forestry management and
water utilization methods.
The need for industrial develop-
ment in areas of underemployed
rural people was recently pointed
cut by Under-Secretary of Ag-
ricultore, True D. Morse, when
he cited the results of a survey
in the South. He said that each
additiondl 100 factory workerg in
a community brinns 296 more
people, 112 more households, .51
more school children. 174 more
workers, 4 more retail stores, 107
more passenger cars. and adds
annually $590.000 more personal
income. $360,000 more retail sales
and $270.000 more bank deposits.
Victorian 'Pagoda' Changed
into Modern Colonial Home
_
It looked like a pagoda with a
porch, but it was only a Victor-
ian left-over- whose heyday was
long past. So. the owners of the
pre-World War I house in the
"Before" picture (right) rornod-
eled7 Their efforts paid off in the
oblately Colonial home above.
Remodeling was extensive in-
side and out, but cost plus the
original price of the house totaled
only half Of what the house is
worth in today's market. -
The first step was to remove
the oversized porch which had
shut out sun light from the liv-
ing -oom. Next the rounded, half-
octaison corner on the left was
squared off. Four useless dormers
were removed to simplify the roof
The "new" house is clean-lined,
with white clapboard siding, and
a dark gray-green roof of fire-
iesistant asphalt shingles.
The house now has fewer wins
doses, but they're larger, arid prd-
, vide more air and light. All stock
 1-turitincrf-pondernsa pine, the new
windows are more uniform in size
and shape, as called for by the
architectural simplicity of the
house. AU sash are removable for
easy cleaning of the outside of the
glass. The paneled front door and




Inside, the house was changed
from a one-family to a duplex,
with a private entrance on the left
for the upstairs apartment. A
kitchen had to be installed up-
stairs, arid a new bathroom on
each floor. The old first-floor kitch-
en was remodeled to include a
dining nook, and appliances and
new wood cabinets were arranged
in an L-ahape to make best use
of space
The basement was rebuilt to
serve both families. One-half is a
recreation room, a 4uarter is g 
New Idea for Old Baths
One-third of the 44,500,000
bathrooms in the United States
are over 40 years old, Practical
Builder magazine estimates.
Wtile plumbing fixtures will
last this long, they become out-
of-date in styling and conven-
ience. Obsolete plumbing dates a
house and this, the magazine says,
mates the bathroom e prime tar-
get for remodeling. Even old
honses of modzst size are getting
bathrooms agleam withceramic
tile, glints and chrome.
Storage space is a major inno-
vition i modern bathroom plan-
n.ng. Wood kitchen cabinets are
being adapted to functional anci
decorative use in bathrooms.
Flanking a white or colored sink
and topped by a counter of ce-
ramic tile or other suitable ma-
terial, ponderosa pine cabinets of-
fer plenty of shelf arid hamper
area for clean and Soiled towels,
linens, and laundry in space pre-
viously wasted.
Since warm, attractive color is
one of the first considerations in
today's bathrooms, wood cabinets
fit in well. They can be decorated
in any color to suit the other fix-
tures, walls and floor, and can be
redecorated at will.
To The Voters Of
Calloway County
_.11 the voters-a_ Calloway 'County elect me to the
Legislature of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, I will
be free of any political obligations; and will be in a
position to vote my best judgment and the wishes of
my constituency.
I am not in the insurance business; and -if elected-, -
your Representative I will not be engaged in selling in-
siirance caTrIc`trIO-ThrebirriniAltellith '-of 'Kentucky. I
do not have, and will not have if elected, large insurance
contracts for the State-Ltooking me in the face each time
am required•to vote on an important issue concerning
my constituency. I will not have Insurance contracts
L which yield more profit than the salary of a Representa-
tttVe:
•
heating and utility area, and the No one will  be able to say to me; "If yoa don't  vnta____
remaining quarter is a laundry.",
The laundry rOom contains a 
in keeping with my wishes, your State insurance hilliness
kitchenette to be used for "re,t Will be taken from you and placed with another-whoroom" parties.
To keep down heating balls, the Will vote in keeping with my wishes.". In short, I will belarge house was fully insulated
with mineral' wool. A new heating 
I
system was installed, with mod- I
'able to vote my best judgment .without fear of losing a
large yearly income derived from State Insurance busi-ern baseboard radiatinn.
"Statement of Policy"
As styled by an editorial on July 22, 1955, in the
, Ledger and Times wherein he, The Editor, piously claims
'that he will not run any ads for Whiskey, Libelous and
, in bad taste, then he proceeds to hold me up by name in
, his press for ridicule. Despite the fact that I have been
buttering his bread to the tune of several hundred dol-
lars over a period cf years. The ad in question was run
in the Murray Democrat, July 21, 1955. This is my
"POOHIE" to you Jimmie.
I sat down just to see
What in mind would come to me
Jumbling thots tumbling along
Then another said this is wrong
LEDGER & TIMES. LITTLE KINDS
Censor the public your Press -
Good Taste, and Bad, Whiskey Ad
MUD-SLINGING LITTLE MESS. '
Your editorial sounded dead
Why not tell theta what you said;
Why not run it and let them see
Just how vicious you can be
You pulled yourself off the shelf,
Unknowingly made a monk of yourself;
If you had any sense of fair play
You would publicly make an apology.
You assiired me' youwotrid win
Just wait _until _the_eute.s „come 
THE WORKING MAN KNOWS WHERE YOU
STAND '
Get ready Jim you are going to land;
Of all the silly stuff you do
Why bite the hand that's feeding you?
If-your customer's 'taste is had
I'll pay your way back to Dad.
IF YOU DON'T LIKE YOUR UNCLE MURRAY,
IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE THINGS THAT WE 1)0,
"THEN GO BACK TO THE COUNTRY YOU CAME
FROM
DON'T BITE THE HAND THAT'S FEEDING YOU."
August F Wilson
July 24, 1955. Signed: AUGUST F. WILSON
• -
It is my belief that the voters of Calloway County
have a right to know .how much insurance business my
opponent's insurance firm has written for the Common-
wealth of Kentucky, during the four years ahe has rep-
resented the people of Calloway County in the Legis-
lature. The voters haves a right to know the amount of
premiums this business has produced-and what profit
his insurance firm has received by virtue of such busi-
ness. Such voters also have the right to know what
-aobligations were exacted of my opponent in return for
this "WIND FALL" insurance lAisiness. Any person who
is worthy of your vote should be willing to publish a
SWORN STATEMENT containing such information--
thus giving the voter the opportunity to be able to cast
an intelligent vote in the forthcoming election.
I have never had the privilege of holding an elective
office. My opponent has been representing you in the
Legislature for the past four years-and is asking re-
election for the third teem. his brother, Guy Billington
and insurance partner, has been representing the people
of the City of Murray-for the past seven and one-half
years as. a membej _of the City CtittlICII of. the city of
Murray-Land is asking re-election for his fifth _term.
}under 'Sfia - Circumstances, I feel that I am not out of
!line in asking for your vote for Representative.
A VOTE FOR GARLAND NEALE WILL TAKE YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE OUT OF THE STATE INSURANCE
BUSINESS AND PERMIT HIM TO VOTE FOR THE
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OPERATION ALERT information on casualties is posted duringthe first Might at the June 1I.I exercise by Mtes Versa Bergtiotet,an Ft Dt secretary. The numbers and letters to the left of thestates listed in the foreground are a code indicatiug bow some ofthe other states on the board fared as a result of the mock attack.
tECDA Photo)
4-H'ers Eliminate "Accident Haves"
how many hazards an you find?*•
SAFETY, a crop to he home:tot___________owatorotarmosetioneteersohemar.-111"
reftelVUlg Srlet"Lal SttelltinT1 ?tom more
than one-half nullioq 4-II Club mem-
bers taking part in the 19.55 National
4-H Safety Program •
As a part of their 4-H Club work.
member; in all 4si states are eon...I-tins
hazards such se those 'ern in the
• drawusg They are attempting
to reduce the Nation'. anniial fans
toll of 14.500 lives, 1.2O0 non lojarieo
and an economic Ion of about a
4-11 ere working as indivi.luals off-
groats through their local clubs,
ooririact survey* to laerite haeods.
-bet correct the unsafe conditions.
!hey give demonstrations on hun-
'trade of tante, pertairima to farm.
home arid highwav islets Members
,persent talks before groop meetings
land over redo-) and television; put+splits* in store window,. arid build
usaothe at teas
To &mot the Cooperative Eats)) -
sion-rtervwos In ermdtieling the 4-li
Santo Program. General Motors has
tot published a new "4-H Safety
handbook for Local Leaders." which
provides how-to-do-it ideas for carry-
ing out suerelmful safety programs,
Caps., Of 1h.. manual will he dotal-.
uted to volunteer 4-11 leaders through
I'aunty Esteroion- titiies-a.
In addition. GM provides inf.-o-
nto' in the Nationil 4-H Safety
As srd-s preeram 'she+ is 'arranged
by the Natasha' Canimittee on !toss
sod (itch Club Wart:. Medali art
'made evadalde to four county win-
ners; an hill•eapense trip to the
National 4-11 Club Congress in Ctu.
ears IS given lathe 'Ate winner, and
snon &Akar scholarships are presented
to eight national Is ii.ners.
•Iii the dressing, there are mon
than 41 aceident ilarartla or uneni•
practiees shown DM" let them eceor
on soar farm or in .r toms
FOR THE BEST PICKLES
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUillifin. ONIONS
What's New This Is The Last Month Of
In Washington The L&T Fishing Contest
By HARMAN W NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspendent
WASHINGTON t ---What•s new
in Washington:
Apparently the American news- nahinc Contest
paper contingent which went t-. THE LEDGER AND TIMESthe Big Four summit conference in
Murray, Ky. CLASS A I /
Geneva had a little time for shop-
(April 1st through August 31st, 1955, inclusive)
CLASS B ( )ping Anyhow.- a sign was posted ;Class A - Contest for men: dies B - Conteli -for women: alsoon me bulletin board cf the White tuviors who have not attained lath birthday at time of catch. If entryHouse press room which read is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
Left on press plane from Geneva: I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the fol-. 
Fo-e tubes ef assorted mustard , lowing statements are true:and one pepper grinder Reward."
Kind of Fish 
Dottie CaughtRep James C Wright. 'the Tex-
is Democrat. told his talks in a .
. .
.. Weight Length Girth
news letter that Waehington is bee
a Dutch oven. But he added that
"it makes you feel like a frog in Lake or stream where caught
- .; a jar "
  ' State Ceunty Fi.shing License No.; The Defense Department proba-
bly will answer a gal who wrote in Rod sedfrom California. but the big minds
will have to do some thinting
about it first The lady said: Line   
Test
nonsd in the newspaper. • Kind of fly._ plug or live bait usediAlader 
Test• Please Send me the booklet men-°
The son of a goverrment worker Color of  plug ear fly  pattern usedfinished _a tour in kindergarten -
and fetched home his 'report -As ens. as Possible, list exert site, approximate depthcard." Stuart Houston. son of Mr caught and time of day:
. and.. MPS, Ed -Houston of Silver
Spong. Md . asked his mommy to,
read down the line He knew
,guare from round, sand from
:ocks. and up from down But the
teacher added a l‘ttle pastscript:
Rules
1. Any citizen is eligible to enter.
Men must enter Class A: wom-
en and minors who have not at-
tained their 16th birthday must
enter Class B.
IL The person in each class who
obtains the greatest aggregate
number of points from all Divi-
sion Classes will be declared
winner of the contest in their
Class and awarded the Grand
Prize, for their Class. There will
be a Grand Prize for both A
and Class B. All other 1st &
2nd winners will receive prizes
as Indicated.
S. Points will be awarded upon
'the basis of the largest fish bY
weight receiving a 1st. nes-,
largest a 2nd. All points will
be tabulated at the end of the
contest, but entrants will be
notified of leading fish ih each




The breed of dairy COW and not  the feed has the most influence
on the fat teat of milk. says Dr.
T. R. Freeman of the University  of Kentucky College of Agricuh-where filth wig- lure, and Hoene Economics.
"Ranking from highest to low-
est in the richness of their milk
are Jerseys. Guernseys. Brown
Swiss, Ayrshires, and Holstein'."
he states in a circular called 'The
Fat Content of Milk - Why itVaries."'
"Even within a given breed
there is much . individual varia-
tion among animals in the fato con-
tent of their -milk. This variation
is probably the next most ina-
portant factor in explaining dif-
fererces in tat tests.
• "Although it is recognized that.'
the health of the cow may influ-
ence the fat test of her milk, it
is not passible to predict just  what influence may be. A discs,-
. -
If requested to do on by the iudges. I agree to furnish an affidavit
'Stuart is not as boisterous as he attesting to the truth of the above statements.used to be" The 6-year-old brist-
led. looked at his 2-year-old twin
sisters, Carol and Nancy. and
• bubbled -Girls can 'N." girlstrous,
'
Wilber M Brucker. the former
governor of Michigan and the new
secretary of the Army, has a rare
Lincoln -pertrait hanging in his
.ffice He says he is going to nail
the picture down and see that It
-..:;ys there a long time. One gets
the idea that Brucker feeLs that the
Reptiblicans are going to stick
around for awhile
Sets LIndon B Johnson of Texas
the ailing Democratic leader, is
doing what comes naturally. He
ots around at the Naval Medical
Center in Bethesda. Md and plays
dominoes- That's big sport Whf)rd
he comes . from His opponeht
isually is Rep Homer ThornherrY
Aentioi The setiktor likes .to
trick his old pay by silly conver-
sation. like -How big is a steer?" ,
'Haw long is - a lariat?" The play
is for-Rin. - And the dominoes come
_from the dime store
It is perhaps a spot of irony that
during the 83rd Congress. Sen
Johnann was against night ses-
sions_ He thought they were too
rough on law-givers and 3 lot of
them fell by the wayside This
year. as majority leader, Johnson
abolished what he could of night
sessions. He burned the midnight
cal himself to relieve his el-
' leagues - and became a casualty
MARE PAINT CANS
Before putting lids on penttarts. mark a line on the outsideto indicate the level of remainingpaint. Next painting job, the lid
=1 not be pried up to discovermuch is left
TER MART.' otherwise
known as Mary C. Tobin, Irt'flit
disaster projects analyst. admin-
ister, the Ft'DA program of
granting emergency fund• .0
areas bit by natural disasters.
She has a direct line to the White
House.
tiCIDA Photo,
Contest especially for folks in this area, but to make it fair, anyonecan enter. This contest is co-sponsored by the people whose ads ap-pear in today's fishing section. They have entry blanks and everythinglit takes to help you eateis the iish.the rest Is up to you
FlAt K A V.INNEW





• Mrytt quAlified ,andidate-graduate of I. of K% ollege "IAgrieultur•, firmer: teacher of oeational Atricultur• Will stork for hither net Income for farmers.• R ommends term insurance to Protect mortgage liability• ̀Pet ed K•niii; ks farm•rs as General Manager of Reattach)Farm Kureau Mutual Insurance CC
• 46 sears of age' father of 9 children.• Unaffiliated: look Da- the name TRIGG on ballot August (-• Appreciates sour support In Democratic Primary
1' ' heal aol• -4 .•e'ree'e•
All the twenty-six big prizes have not been determined as yet,but whatever they are it will be well worth your time to enter yourcatches. The contest this year will be operated upon the point systembasis, that is. a eertala number of points w :' be awarded the largest
Division Classes
1. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught
on artificial or live bait  1st-35
2. Crappie caught on live bait   lst-353. Crapnie caught on artificial bait 1st-354 Bluerrill caught on artificial or live
bait  10-305. Catfish caught on pole and line lst-306. Striped Bass caught on artificial








INVOLVED IN SATELLITE PROJECT
o BEHIND the announcement by
President Lisenhower that he
has approved construction of an
earth satellite (unmanned) to
circle the globe as an "artificial
moon" for peaceful purposes, are
some of the experts on outer
apace and ways it can be reached.
Among them are Professor Her-
mann ()berth (left), who is cred-
tted with inventing the V-2 rock-
et, and Dr. Wernher Von Braun. 
(bottom), famous rocket expert.
He is shown checking a model of
his four-stage rocket at Ana-
heim, Calif. He heads the Guided
Missile Development Center at
RedstoneArsenal,Huntsville,Als.










I Pm enclosing a 'clear photograph of Myself and the fish andletter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra points_here if vote are doing this for the extra points )
Enter The Ledger and Times
ed COW may be producing otilk  which is high, low or normal ina soon fat content
(Check "Generally speaking, as the age
of the anInsal increalas '
  test of her milk deco.
ly. deco in fat *.
to only about one-half of
cent. on the average. A r
trend in the riohness CI! herdB. Fishing- Contest Now• r` Ems been observed UsuallyI, tot test is highest in winter and
This year the Ledger- and Times is conducting a giant Fishing "As the stage of lactation of,
lowest in summer
cow advances the fat content
changes. For about the first two
Moths the drces-edightly, re- .1
mains fairly constant for two or
4. 
wins,
nincsase of a tie, earliest entry
5. Contest opened to fish caught '
between April 1st and Auguit31st, inclusive,
Livestock
Market
6. TEN EXTRA POINTS may be ST. T.OTTIS NATIONAL STOCobtained by any entgant who
encloses a clear photograph of 
YARDS :lis - Livestock:
Hogs 6.000. Moderately actiyourself and fish with each
entry. ,barrows and gilts steady to
7. The object of the contest is ton 
cents lower. Sows fully st
ble' in each Division Class mull
powi. i instances 25 cents higher.
No. 1 to 3 200 to 240 lbs 15.50
enter as many times as
,,thiuns, tahcequGirreantdheprgirez a.test pos-116-0 : few 250 to 270 lbs 15 00sible number of points so as to : 15.5 50: 150. to 170 lbs 13.25 to 14 ,
1120. to 140 lbs 11.50 to 12.75; so8 No one connected with the Led- 400 lbs down 13.25 to 14.50: fcger and Times, or any sponsor- :at 14 85: heavisr "sows 1050ing concerns is eligible to win
9. Entry blanks may be obtained - 1 '
I Cattle 3000. Calves 700. Openl
12.50; boars 7.00 to 11.50.any prize,
house 
usrywhso.poenswoadingappbesuunesers ha ils ow. early sales good and choi
I.edger and TSIeest%
the Fishing 
!steers about steady at 2000. to 21
day, or Meet:. from the pages- 
good and choice heifers and n
i"eacc.hf I-the-ri-
ot the Ledger an.I TOnes.
i gradually. :
I three months and then in_reaseis
1hr avy fat latalla 12,00 dawn;
and commercial 12.50 to 14.
ratters 8 50 to 10 00; heavy -vett.
10 75 to 11.00: bulls steady: utili
I- "CoOditions related to -milking and calves steady. Good and choiI cmefations may affect the fat test 1 veolers -1800 to 21.00; high choof milk. The first portion is: milk , and. prime 22.00 to 24.00; co
the strippings. If the intervals be- 17.00.
drawn is much lowet in fat than mercial and low good 14.
tween rankings are not the :arm.: Sgeep 1200. Opening slow,the Milt drawn after the shorter : sales about steady Choice 3interval will test hrother. There is prime spring lambs 19 50 to 20..also sorne variation in the fat c-on- ; good and choice 17 00 to 19teat of milk from the difetront , Itility and good 14 00 to 17.00; culquarters of the udder. ;10.00 to 11.0e.
yearlings 19.00 to 2000:. early
cows steady; utility and comm
cial 1650 to 1250: canners a
HER ENGLISH CHANNEL STROKE
MARILYN BELL. 17, the youngest person ever to swim the English
channel, is shown giving a sample of her 'Joke. She churned the I'
channel from Gape Grse-Nea, France, to the Dover cliffs to 14 -









Allor ire s slur toe
The most popular luggage in the world
because it's strongest . smartest!
Exclusive Streamlite Samsonite Advantages!
1. Unique tongue-in-groove construction guards your thingsagainst dust and dampness!
2. Six better-than-leather finishes resist scuffs and stains - shinelike new with a swish of a cloth?
3. Holds more clothes in less space-wrinkle-free!




















Murray, Ky. Mayfield, Ky
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PAGE  ONE 
Relives Child Slaying
Clairence Baugh, 17-year-old Chica-Wrgo jouth oho has confessed orally
to the hideous•July 4th slaying of8-year-old Mary 5Lanzo, shows
police how- he placed her paper-
%%rapped body in an unused south
side underpass. He also led officersti a burled length of pipe with
which he said he beat the child.
(International Soundphoto.)
FOR ATHLETES FOOT
A 1.7!-:e T-4-L for 3 to 5 days.Watch the old tainted skin slough
off leaving healthy, hardy akin. Itnot pleased with powerful, instant-















United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON RP - Maj. John
Eisenhower, the President's soldier-
son, said today he is as much
In the dark as anyone about
whether his father will seek a
second term
Young Eisenhower told rejorters
he doesn't even know a hethar the
President himself has made up his
mind.
"I don't quiz him on that," he
said. "He likes to talk golf and
other things"
Starts New Assignment
The major and his family met
with reporters and photographers
at nearby Fort Belvoir. Va., where
he has just been assigned as aa
Infantry ihitrUctor at the -Army
Engineers training center.
The second term question came
up when Maj. Eisenhower was
asked if his new assignment would






August 5, '55 3rd Anniversary Special!
BOWLING 25c PER LINE
August 5 through August 20
Open Each Evening 6:30 'til — Air Cooled
---Y-1/111111.1311111r1-fr-W-eWer---'—elelli
To The Voters of
Calloway County
The primary. election will_h•-
'Saturday and 'every' citizen should
vote. As I am a candidate for Com-
monwealth Attorney, I have under-
taken to see and meet as many people
in all the counties of the Judicial Dis-
trict as I could. I regret exceedingly
that it has not been possible for me
to see each voter personally.
As most of you know, I became
the Commonwealth Attorney for the
new Judicial District (composed of
Calloway, Marshall and Livingston
Counties) upon its formation in .Juneof last yeary This was the first time since 1927 that aCalloway County lawyer had served either as the regu-lar Circuit Judge or Commonwealth Attorney of the(Judicial District of which Calloway County was a part.I thus considered my appointment not only as a personalhonor and opportunity to better serve the people of myhome county, but it was likewise a recognition for mycounty which it' had not enjoyed in 27 years. CertainlyCalloway County is entitled to continue to be represent-ed among the judicial officers of itiA circuit court. Thepresiding judge of the circuit court is a resident of Mar-shall County and has no opposition in this election forthat office. The Probation and Parole officer is a tr,esidentof Livingston County. If I have performed my duties asCommonwealth Attorney capably, impartially and in amanner which you approve, I sincerely ask for your voteof approval and support on next Saturday.
Throughout this campaign I have maintained as higha standard of words and actions as would meet the ap-oroval of 1-tw abiding and courteous citizens and -such,tg.
as would befit the dignity of the office which I seek. Atthis late hour I am determined to continue, this samecourteous, truthful and approved _conduct- I was born.reared, educated, married and ,now live and practice lawin Calloway County. I served for over four years in theArmy during World War II, eighteen months of whichtime was in overseas service. I`tliave served the people ofCalloway County as A member of the Kentucky Senateand now as Commonwealth's Attorney. You have had
the opportunity of seeing my life and know of my worthi-
ness or unworthiness and wh'ether I deserve your support
and commendation.
If I am worthy, qualified, deserving, and in your
I





"You've really put me on thespot. hawen't your he replied with
a smile. He then said he doesn't
know and doubts that 'anyone
does."
Maj. Eisenhower did most of the
talking but his wife, Barbara, and
7-year-old son, David, also answer-
ed questions. Then the three posedfor picturees with the other two
children, Barbara Anne, 6, aad
Susan. 3.
"Cleared" Announcement
Mrs. Eisenhower laughed when
asked if she was surprised that
the President had announced at a
news conference Wednesday that
he was expecting his fourth grand-
child around Christmas.
"No," she replied, "I told my,
father-in-law he could say what
he wanted to say about it"
Her husband seemed to feel
there was little chance their next
child would be born in the execu-
tive mansion.
"There are no obstetric facilities
at the White House, you know,"
he said, "and frankly I'd ratherhave the facilities tlian the distinc-
tion of being born in the White
House."
The major added that he was
hoping for another boy.
He said his present assignment
normally would last three years
and he hopes that will be the case.
He noted they will be close enough
to the White liouSe for visiting





Hotted Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD let - Remember
Jane Withers?
She was the chubby, moon-faced
type who 20 wears ago played a
nine-year-old "heavy" to Shirley
Temple's sugar-plum sweetness in
-Bright Eyes
The intervening years have been
both kind and rough to the Atlanta-
born actress who began her career
in amateur nights at the age of
two. She's been married and di-
vorced. felled by a crippling caseof arthritis and currently bun--vaistas two sons and a daughter 
moon-faced andStfll f  the
heavy side. Jane is making the
most startling comeback in movie
Unary. The former bnignilj
best remembered for her mtssing-
tooth smile and bangs-has landed
• fat role in "Giant," the Warner's
Version of kdna Ferber's novel.
A wavy Extr•vert
Unlike many of her mean little
girl roles. Jane is a happy extro-
vert who likes to sit around and
chat about the good old days Sh:
laughs easily an dote: on talking
about her new 33-room mansion.
"It's great to be back in pic-
tures." Jane said, relaxing between
takes. "I haven't been in a movie.
for nine years Now, all at once,
agents, publicity men and producer/
are after me "
She noddeu toward the 'door of
her dressing room Outside were
five sharp looking hustlers waiting
to give her the pitch.
i :I've been swamped with offers
!since the picture began I've al-
' ready turned down two scripts and
;I have three more at home that
I look pretty good.
"The studios have made bids
too They want me to do character
roles - delicious parts that I'd
live to do. hut I'm not taking any
' of them without the advice of
George Stevens," her director it
on
"Giant".
Jane met Stevens at a banquet
last year and the famed director
told -her she would be perfect tor
the blowsy, scatterbrained part of
Vashti
Thought He Was Teasing
"I thought he w teasina me,"
Jane laughed, when he told me
he'd call the next day But, by
golly. he did. And here I am witha new career."
Jane pointed to three photo-
"graphs on her dressing table. -Mr
kids: Bill. 5; Randy 3,4. and
-Wendy, almost 7." said the proud
mother.
Wendy looks exactly as Jane did
when she was a moppet So much
an, in fact, that wherever Wendy
'goes she is stopped by people who
tell her she looks just like a little
girl who used to be a movie
star.
I "It happens all the time." Jane
said. "The other day I ran off one
- of -tny first pictures. 'Ginger.' and
' her brothers kept yelling: 'Look.
Wendy's in the movie.'
' "But Wendt is going to stay a
little girl I was so bun' I missed
the wonderful business of growing
up I don't want that for Wendy
Faces Church Trial
Deep in study 4. Rev. George P.
1 Crist, Durham. Win . minister far-
ing 10 counts of doctrinal devia-
I lion before a trial eornmittee ofthe Northwest Synod of the ITnited
Church in America at Milwaukee..
Wk. The rhics.go horn minister,
convinced of the correctness of
his conduct, has refused alleges-
thins that he resign.
(filter/lath:vital Soundphoto.)
THE LEDGER AND ?TUE% MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FEELING THE HEAT




Frankfort. Ky. - The publication ,
of a weekly stocker and feeder
bulletin was announced today by
the Division of Markets of the
1state Department of Agriculture.
Department officials said that the
tlailletin is designed to "Me ito
catalogu for both ,I:tuyees And ;-arggnat iramnek''so that 04,4
U.S. Farmers Visit Russ
will be informed a week in ad-
vance of transactions that might
accar on a state-wide level.
Livestock dealers- are requested
to supply the Division with com-
plete information concerning stock-
er and feeder transactions, pure-
bred cattle sales, purebred ram and
ewe sales, disponal sales, and
purebred and stock hog sates
The Division of Markets will
assimilate the information and
publish the tatal of stock tale
activities each Friday. The report
wal be mailee without cost to
euteratted persons .,stibulltU00
written request to the Dhusion
office in Frankfort. -
herbert W. Pike, Whitieg, Iowa, member of the Am-erican delegation now touring the farm heartland ofthe U.S.S.R., stands alongside a half-size train in Khar-kov, Russia's Gorky Park of Culture and Rest. Thetrain is the top attraction for children, designed forgetting them interestd in railroading.
(International Soundphoto)
MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
August 2, 1955TOTAL HEAD 838
VEALS —
Good Quality Fat Steers  $18.00-20.80Medium Quality Butcher Cattle  15,00-17.50Baby Beeves  15.00-20.00Fat Cows, Beef Type  10.00-12.00Canners and Cutters  6.00- 9.50Bulls  9.00-14.00Fancy Veals  20.25No, 1 Veals  18.35No, 2 Veals  17.00Throwouts _   6.00-14.90
HOGS —
200 to 240 pounds
180 to 200 pounds
15.25
15.00






United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON dr - The United
States decision to lanch earth
satellites ciVed attention today to
large and riteviously secret strides
in the. military field.
The White House described the
project as "entirely scientific,"
emphasizing the quest for new
knowledge of the universe for
everyone's benefit.
But the venture into "regions be-
yond the earth's atmosphere" is
based on years of military research.
conducted in deadly competition
with Russia.
And, „purely military devices of
previously undisclysed power will
be used to thrust the Ilyunraanned
vehicles into the frizstees of outer
space. 200 to 300 miles 'rom earth.
Four rime* Rocket Speed
Until Friday's announcement, only
those privy to top national secrets
knew that the Defense Department
now can launch multiton rockets
with the - gigantic thrust needed
to reach a speed of 18.000 miles
an' hour. That is four times or
more the top speed of rockets
used so far in upper atmosphere
reSsearch.
Nor was it understood before
that science now- can devise ma-
terials able to withstand tempera-
turea of several thousand degrees
such as will be encountered on the
trip in and out of space.
Just as science will erpand its
• knowledge, so will the military
'services garner vital data needed
. for intercmainental ballistic mis-
sties of the immediate future and
• manned space ships of a period
that may be 25 to 30 years away.
Such snips will travel 25.000 miles
an hour, free of earthly gravity•
Authorities said the purely mili-
ttary.• importance of earth satellites
and more advanced vehicles can
be gauged by imagining this na-
tion's position if Russia got them
first
Nip-And-Tuck Rae*
That a nip-and•tuck race is OR
was emphssiasse iffieW
when a Moscow dispatch reporte
ttussis alin is planning- to launch
satellites similar to 'America's
Military research has been head-
ed that way since World War It
ended and both America and Rus-
sia learned of advanced German
space ship projects, including one
that would focus ain's heat on
SCRATCH-ME-NOT
WITH ITCH-ME-NOT
In 15 minut-a after applying
Itch-Me-Not. If you have to scratch
sour itch. yam:. 40c back at any
drug store. Apply it for any ex-
ternally caused itch, Ask for Itch-
Me-Not today at HOLLAND
...RUG CO.
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enemy countries and serve as a
weapon launching platform.
Significantly. 100 of Germany's
brightest rocket scientists. includ-ing Hermann Oberth and Wernher
van Braun, are working now at
the Army's Redstone Arsenal, Hunt_
vine, Ala. Von Braun predicts
that 1985 will see a space station
circling the eearth 1.075 miles
away,
Other German scientists are sp-
rinkled through other military s-r•
viees. and industry. And, many are
in Russia.
The nation that irst ventured
Into space, authorities said, would
achieve a tremenous phychological
advantage over any hostile nation.
The space stations that ultimately
would follow could serve an ob-









HONEST - QUALIFIED - VETERAN
He is a World War II veteran and the
only veteran asking for this office.











(Calloway, Caldwell, Crittenden, Lyon,
Trigg Counties)
Democratic Primary August 6














• -40 • 41.
State Oil
Production
Ifits New Hi gh 4.argest number- prrvieurily tastiest Cap* Peter Tseirrisend --cite of Ile'
dueeci more oil last years than any
previous veer in its h.story - 
910.980 berrele or approximately
2.000 000 more barrels than for the
previous high year. according .to
a repoo issued. today by A D Sisk
chief of the Department of Mines
and inerals.
In 1963. Lae permits. were Anted rola' r insance gossip todiy. s tittlet(,)
but the annual production was Ile is tall, bland Earl of Wilton
only 11.424.605 'barrels that year. Priticcos Marearet's constant cote
Frankfort. Ky -- Kentlacky pro-
• 
parson 'clug the brilliant sumnie7. .
. -si as-n" .n London atiesete-HAD DOG
- riot circles figured the wealt'w• NEVI YORK. Aug. 1 IP T .1k----. -
34-y. ar-ela nobleman could readil) is cheap' zoo oebody in baseballMEMPHIS, Ten.n. - Di - Mrs.
More than 60 per cent of the
prodisetien was In tour counties -
• • - •
---e.4.--e•-••••••••1110aPiallaallaallli l l,4111,1115•Webiameriaisse° vorervereteseworoameenenews
• -seetenealastielastialintele-_, ,........4••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"lakiebe it's some kind it an out-
I '!lot." he ..ays, shrugging his ghoul-
eight other 'counties pr.:oho-ea th On Royal List 'derv. All I know is that it hasn'te'remoinder of the oil. • i•hurt nis or my pitching this sea-
. During the year. the Department LONDON-. Aire 2 4415 - A hater- . • (r •
.1 Mines and Minerals issued 1.630 some b.u'e boisd Isachelor with `gni
2.088.055 tsarrels; Ohio I 433.171 and
Daviesso '1,419,214 bat rels. Foio - 
Blue Blood High •Byrne Talks
perriets to drill weas - second A inslisen in lase beak Pushed Gr-uo




1-Sou tn. eatern 43-Atmospheric
Indian disturbance
4-Pronoun 41-Eaclarnsi,,43
II-Part of flower 47-ligietion of
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Z$-C'4- S. offa aal
on ... trollop )
Joe 43s tete"horn a Et into the pet:weak future 'and ' making it pay of more today
boot on mope Lake when ,he re_ thee anitieusle waited to we Where Olhan sesiossoo. Tommy Byrne of
alized she'd left the fi stringer 
he stands on two big dates Coin-fl? the yankeeofii 
Byrne is aoconiplaihing wonderson shore She called 'to her on uP"
on the dock, then put her dog in: The itr'' is Alai' 21 when Pr'll" es' Bring coneeruition at the b-
the water The animal sivarft to 
t-
cess Margaret turns 25. On Ilia: ters in between fast balls and
• ddisot sosi.st 'Asti° she-4-tay sho gets the right to-'wed „oyes.
I only talk to the hitters
Wien they need a talking to, -
Byrne insists "I'm very careful
aierut poking my spots."
The solemn looking Yankee leet
hander doesn't mean to get per-
sonal with the batten; he faces but
someemet ne Aortic on daegrrous
grotuid.
"You come from Texas, don't
ohs?" he .r.quired recently as
senator seeond baseman .Pete Run-
nels ateipped re o the bottei's box.
The unsuspecting Runnel, nod-
ded.
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Quern ElLasibeth proveding she
tells Parlianient and then waits a
;year before going &heed.
The second big date conies' at
the end of the month when the
ktiLleet1 gives her very private house
party at Balmoral Castle In Scot-
1.nd If Lord Wilton is included in
• royal guest list, he will rse
the summit in royal romance
. oissi •
It a an accepted fact in curt
that a prospective so.: o
a prints& hand- always io
rilel family on h incises t ,
see how he will be likely te • fit
!,1 the estrilictur_  Irttle ;pit%)
! Ponce 'Philip was entertained
I.ke this before his engagement to
, Prowess 'Elizabeth He actually
Losuposed in Balmoral Castle Gar-
dens
Thus it• is that court obse,•vers
Ai keep a elo.4 watch on the
Earl of W.Iton as the Queen's party
"roaches If • he arrives it the
ocient gray pile to wax on tne
li,e/4/4fr and-144141 the shooting party - trouts/tog. you. You're. wondering
,en mot:ling, and dance in the vonet.ner ra come in with a fast :
trite and gold ballroom at Prin. ball or a curve.. Take it :torn me, I
•sas Margaret's birthday - :t will George, it'll be a fart ball:'
s.enificant Or so the court True to h:s wood. Byrne came •
in with a fast one which Kell
smacked ',to Lield. tar a -an-
gle.
SEE YOU NEXT SEAR
firse,
HARTFORD. Conn. - 4? -
after a young hitchhiker left • "Orsgs. It Blipped"
shahmg boot's in firs auto- Sometinle,$. a ;linos, unpred.ctahle
, rio.nejot, sayers  foeyeed up, Yankee left harder dues promise
outh and returned the the tett4 one p-a_ti and corn:so
ot -.- whi•n was still in Ms car in with another.
By MILTON RICHMAN
United press Sparta Wilier
•••••••••••-m•••••m....m.• ••••••••••. •••••• ••••••••••••••••6
whieh never niixas banter voth Plik.10•RTRIKIISS
• son."
On -the contrary. Byteto ha de-
%eloped into the moat depe ble
pitcher on the Yankees' staff
i nine victories and only two de-
*fettle tiree of his triumphs have
been shutouts.
et.
°asps," . sic nastsly opelogizes,
-the dare. tiling sO.assid,° _ .
When satiate ballets refuse -tU t
ts,o the t.me cisiy vote Byrne.
cnheerduemiCoga't BcPurraut.. 
merely com-
ments about %sic hOter nor t-
-Hey, Yogi, isn't th.s the fellow
who married the girl with all that
-money'' rne ioquired as A bat-
' Les squared oft against non eat-
(-LIVE AND Sara 'named ois the reference shelves op lde od a tee dooeg o er 'Sh lrway. beside .1 11.,,,nre-  ressIlt•d 
cHapTER TWENTY-ONE -Hatred a late..--. not Who's Mil Sara teard footetepsoCapt. San- I.er teas_ .  aessson.
- osprey%
-Thought so," Byrne deadpan-
ried., _"1 can tell • by thisoubspe of
your  -Wear-
Off the mound. Byrne. a gradu-
ate of Wake Forest. is on the quiet
aed serious side. Hb doesn't look
like the type who would pau-e or
the clutch to ask a batter what
. an h.S flaar'd•
"%lost s iig your he asicsd
George Kell as the Wrete Sox
thod baseman came up to face
him List Tuesday. "I know whars
Byrne grinntd ot Kell on
d.dret cruise you up, did
••• • •••• •••••. ••••••••
-••
11••••.irt..• • • • •. • • I 'ow trat.
no • • .1 • • •• -• Hzlen McCloy-
• ,tim-fhe man who looked so much the • I dliiit so,uog os•
-Do the police know about Harrison, At. sonar* and Dor- like the real Gerry Hone. Sara sat Byrne .n.ss Is he isn't trying tothis?" Clave asked. othy Mercer, b. Cleveland, 0., 1902,1 where she could see both Mrs.1 be szns,rt 'or anyte,mg likeJohn and Dorothy (Wens). Mee- Harris,, ond the young man h_t_th.a., a_a_iittr•'Yits. They don t know what to
Deetsise the 'ICI the. Yankees are.
famous tasing an exeeptionarly
Per.OUS minded group a" club
Mall wears C
loss& Derry never dad His voice
se select and nigher :haul Gerry's.
Hy calls me Sara. Gerry called me
Deere. But it isn t ealy tee little
. things It's nis. walk, nis tepees-
's-ion. his whole persorahty He yust
isn't my Gerry "
64, "Hare any other friends of Ger-
ry accepted rum as Gerry''
1111.
"tansy- one erre ;mew Gerry -writ
His partner in radio prodoction, a
Mi. Peters."
"Then you must be -wrong.
Sara."
"Why c eosin t Mr Peters be
wrong? JUin because at's more
ratural and less troublesoine to be-
teve the man is Gerry?"
"What are you going to do about
it 7"
"There s nothing I can do, but
Aunt Caroline can do something
and she's going to ,Shea inviting
Mrs. Caleb Harrison to tea this
anernoon. Mrs. Harri.on is a
cousin of the real Geer* The fake
Gerry willbe there %without know.
tng why lies invited. Then, per-
haps, we'll get at the trutip. But,
ineanwh.le. where is the real Ger-
ry? What is happening to him
DOW 7"
Clive said, "Simla, I d like to be
there this afternoon wl.en Mrs
Harrison meets this young man
who claims to be her cousin. Would
your aunt object 7"
"Of course not. She's always
cell'orldatigidh.)in,t.egdshbtreoeasht(ahed)u.nc'pt.pin_.tt. .ipett wrIttr.
aecood'floor that she had used year
the small oosearcn room on Use
In the bleary she sier.t back to
When Sara came out into the
Street the bright day had tar-
nished. The sky, 1,ke a brilliant
blue mirror at noon. was paler and
duller, as if serneune had t lown a
Jto
ifay, but she had pencil and paper
in her bag.
She termer The -brecitc,lairotalt
yesterday and the paragraph where
she had left off reading _
". . . alien It was diacoverecl
'dove' instead of 'dived' the whole
edition was hasittly s,:ppre.ted and
the number of copies extant to:
day .. ."
She star, at the words until the
print blurred. Oft. Oerry, will we
ever know what happened to you?
Is there anything I might have
done to tind yse, that 1 haven't
done 7
We'll, know, somethme when
Mrs Harrison sees thos man Not
lifitich, but sonwthing. Fie not
Gerry, so she e'en t say he in.
retera might le in it, h•it not Mrs.
Calen Hserris _
' Or coati! -.1•9,2:
Who a's.s Mrs. Caleb Itiotoens
Sara shut he,r took with a snap
and went down the hall to the
Stairs. Oil' the third fie r oont
express. .g h.s thoughts out or.m. Caleb Hamson, 1V24, ore s. He was advancing Lessard theCaleb. one d.srl.zabetti. Founder, group, uncertair of himself, as if 
d : th.r.
litriarcroft Placement Service: Di- f he had no idea why ne sae here.rectal'. Friends of Curt:Teal'. War I Halfway scro.5s the room, his eyesOrphans. Chairman. atayoe's C),m- fell On Mrs. Harrison. His look ofsuttee For Harlem Children, recognition was unklu6takeable.No. Mrs Harrison couldn't be.
He paused where he was, irreso-sa Feters might be. And -she was eolnnn_ she lad knoam lute, Sara sat motionless, feeling
hum unre ne ansi a enikt &' this las if she tad toned to stone.knerno.,43 stlo was going -to 5a0-Woi44 Mee. Hw.i a011 nerer turn
that this man was not skrry her Ilr-ad"1"4"P"'
then-what? " . . . volimteers to eke out the
ft was nearly 5 e I. a hen she shortage of registered nurses,'
came out of the library Sara left Mrs. Harzlgoh was saying.
the Ina in the SO a and waiked She looked amend for a spot to
east set down tier err:ivy tesetip Her
'Only Mr. (-live is hero" stsvenr ',small; anxious eyrsTell directly on
told her at the door. ;the-young man, who stood in the
There was no Me this after- center of the room, tieder the
noon. The tall, rale ress vas Om
-IS a mirage in the duok. Caroline
sat tip her a heel chair, near the
cold hearth. [let sallow akin koked
yellow against a white lace Or, M.
Fatigue darVened rcr eye seekos,
and blued her nee sportaric-ous. ' Why. Gerry, dear,
a, t t's" CIVIn't expect to are you here! Lad
Was ind°rnitat you Mention my hospital work to
Sirs. Larch?"
evening. Sara."
Again Do kson h cools d
about her with gestures et anti-
quated gallantry. Again the dirk
of Edna's knitting needles punctu-
ated the silence.
"This room is dark,' A.mt Caro-
line," said Sara. "ShoeldrOt Mrs,
blaze of the tog chandelier.
It was all over in a few heart-
hex's,
For a noorsint her eyes lost
their anxi.tv and htir`arraire was
A loud silence. Sara looked
Sown at her hands. She didn't want
to see Caroline is lace or Clive's or,
least of all, Capt. Sanders. You're
teeing your mind. There was no
Indian. You dreamed it. And this
Harrison see the impostor for the is Gerry Hone. Perhaps there was
first time in a clear light ?" no ruby, Clive and Sallust end
"Of course." Caroline sighed. "I Judith ceuld have been mistaken,
must be ,.getting old. 1.ari so fond It.coutd Wave been red glass .
of tea by twilight 1 -mete forgot. " ... • friend of my niece's."
And we must tell Stevens not to Cesuline was saying. -"They hap-
annotinee anyone bet Mn. Harr.- pen to have apartments in the
win hersc`f. Will you see to- it. same heeding."
Edna?" "What • pleasant coineidenoo!"
Now the room blazed brilliantly I. Mrs. Harrotan's eyes rested rips U-
lm a lighted stage Sayer end-crys-dlatively on Sara and Sara could
Lai and polished Parquet dazzled ! read _tifr thoughts as. **oily as it
like lea- itt the seri But the glare she had sheuted thi•m. WIll this
Was 'mama LID &mimeos --worn-!"qesiee--iitt any et the
fare. Sara could ma,i that the skull Larch. money ? Would she. be a
underneath lay close to the sur- ;stood match for this impecenines
cousin?
As If the lights hare been a Cue Mrs. Harrison we.: cordial Dear
on stage, the doorbell rang. Gerry must bring _thus Deere to
Stevens appeared "His cals' Jinni r Room
"Mar Mrs Lam ti. it has all been
"Dear Mrs. Lar 1. . . . Please so .etelagt3tf . . . 1'11 caU the
doe't nee. . , board this evening and tell tfiem,
' "I had no inient ion of doing to expect yotir. check, they'll be so
said Caroline del). • happy . Goodly. Miss Dact.e.• Mrs. Harrison was'. veil, co, and ilen•t forget rile-rut dinner .on -the chair and flosnel. ' I didn't 'Mr. Clive .. Mr. . . . ah . . .realize .. ." Landers ..
"I shrilled thank soet ter suo- Mrs. Harroons lint/Wing in-
gesting that I took ttsr than I ;stinct hal spottel Sanders immesh-
feel," returned Caroone. -My-nieee nosy as • a persen cal tin-importanceMiss Leers. my-c000sr. •oi, NI-- in her world and so spared herCreel. fa. yeti knew Me fe.o." memery the hoolsr, of his name.It's really 1."( is go-ri of sort te Caine Creel find te content herselfcome on se, h short no, o trith • reel. "Can I give you a lift,
1.4s- aus. only too iietresited-" -Mee _leery '!--t
Harrison sat with ler aolo• "No. thank ['rdcrossed and looseni I i, rsso Sio• staythg
wore the iirith.rtri of ales. Harrloen n-', 'pt mit of tlLlac-k. psarls and reeto to. room. At 111••. S, ti trii•ted h.! ,'Ifcry I -t i!. P. • t,, ,;,.•




ARE YOU TRYING TO








o than the number recorded on the
pleasure - no one has tried to IN MACCACHUSETT$ 'same date last year.
muffle Byrne yet. _____.- 1 At least 19 pet-suns have died of
Casey Stengel, a nolo otop talk- I the disease. sink: the first of the
BOSTON. Mass. Aft Forty-six Ier Yemso:f. ( st tell 1 ileitt v.hien , year.
new patio cases were reported m , ,he sses .• The state Health Department said
---- , MaDachissetts today and health 12 of the new cases reported
-- "Hi - I today occurred inOrostdfie bringingMONROE FAX 
toff:cr.& called a hurry-up m ns
with Mayor John B. Hynes ta I!this city's total cases for the year
A.LBLIQUERE, N. M. - tIlt discuss ways to cape with what to 2so.
-Someone a ho broke into a truck they call a "limited emergency.?
conrpany of-tee here tor.* only, i. Today's
several Mareleas- Mosinee asilerniare ease brought








new reports of the dis-
the total cases in
thus far this year
802-nearly eight times more
Hynes said he wanted to discuss
with elate officials ways to create
a pool of nurses, physiotherapists
and hospital
like a Chevrolet V8!
Drive with tate... EVERYWHERE!
It's the new winner in stock car competition
and it's winning new, young-minded friends faster
than you can say America's hottest V8.
Because of its liveliness, its looks, and because it holds
the road like it loves it-which it does.
Come try it, won't you; if only_ for the ftin of it t_ --
:
PORTER MOTOR COMPANY 
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.16 STILL PRESENT, BUT YCU
A D I-AS MATURE MEN KNOW
ITS DEAD- - YOE. EMBARRASS NER,









• HAS GOT SO MUCH•
TO GO WITH!•




• Chevro- 8let's "Tur-
bo-Fire V8!" So efficient
that it needs only 4 quarts
of oil instead cif the usual
5. Shortest stroke of any
VS in the industry. Delivers
more horsepower per pound





• The most powerful 6's in
: Chevrolet's field - with all
• the advantages of Chesro-
: let's long* leadership in








• A new and finer Synchro-
•• Mesh transmission, or, is
. extra-cost options, oil-




• New sniping:wing odvances
• on steering and suspension
bet b:tar.itags 111G.-....
steering gear roll with the
. turn of the wheel to reduce
• friction. Glide-Ride front
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United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD, July 28 IA —Robert Stack, local boy who hasalmost made good, is bucking thecalknt freelancing trend with two
long-tetrn contracts which he hopeswill catapult hint into top-bracketstardom.
The tousle-haired actor was bornin Hollywood and has haunted thestudios since he began wearinglong pants. He made two picturesbefore World War II and thenmarched off to the service for five
110
years.
They'd foOgotten all about me
try the time I got back," Bob
grinned during lunch at the 20th
Century-Fox commisary. "Now that
I've managed to sneak -back in
front of the cameras I still have to
convince producers I'm not just a
local boy hanging around auto-
graph hunting.
"I have a seven- ear contract
with Fox. and one-
picture-a-year deal with Wayne-
Fellows. It's the best way to get
established *in this business."
Bob says freelancing is fun for
big stars, -but net for smaller fry
with large ambitions.
_ Has Strong Competition
won't really get the kind of
parts I want unless I kill .of Bill
Holden, Montgomery Clift and Mar-
lon Brenda." he laughed. "They
seem to have the maitet sewed
up.
-They tell me the quickest way
VOTE FOR
ItIZMartin. -




• DIRECTOF: OF FINAPJCE , STATE
DEPARTMENT CF EDUCATION
• VETERAN, WORLD WAR II
platform: Full-financing andExpailion of the foundation
_T--Fragrarn W. _ canine • f •
to make. a big ,tmp.ict. is to g.?
typed—like John Wayne or Gary Study 0Cooper. That's fine, only I've 
bornf Earthtyped as a bullfighter.
"Look at it this way, no matter hi 
ll Be Madehow well a guy gets typed as a
bullfighter he can't find regular
work waiting around for a chance In 1957-58to grab a cape and make like a
matador. How many bull-fight 1.'ea
tures come along in a lifetime?"
Bob's ,friends take pains to Ask
him why he's appeared in so nymy
bad pictures. Here's his ans‘ver.
lie Has To Eat
'They forget I have to eat. If T
had waited around for epics,' TA
haVe starved to death."
Stack's best part to date was in
"Tlie High And The Mighty" —
the one that set up his studio con-tracts. He stars in "Bonze Of
Bamboo" 'which Vies released this
month. Currently he is working in
'C,,ciod Morning, Miss Dove."
"It was more than a year be-
tween 'High And Mighty' and."Bamboo.' "Bob said.
"Everything in Hollywood is pre-
dicted on an actor's last picture.
If good then chances for
a—decant—e-art--the,' -next -trnre--istit
are pretty fine. If it's bad, you're
dead.
"For a local boy. I'm beginning
to.ratch on. From now on I'll try
,li”ve through it, magnetic storms,
(osmic rays, and the space above
ne iarth where the air thins and
Ti.e propcsal for the proj.7sct
• •riginated with the International
Council of Scientific Unions. It is
'-ponsored by the United Nations
ducattunal scientitc and cultwal
, organization.
The United, States already has in' By UNITED PRESS ,
The international geophysicalyear, a project in wh:ch nearly 40
itins will take part in 1857-58,
wik apply modern research tech,
niqties at thousands of stations!
around the globe, . I
The data -will form a massive,
and coordinpted. study of the phy-
sics of the enrth, its atmosphere,
ahd the tpace throLght which it is
traveling.
Soviet Russia is one of the na-
tions participating.
Scientists hope to learn thrmigli
the coordinated observations some-
thirg about the_ laws that govern
weather and climate, the -jet st-reams a air at 'hip.h altitucks.
earthquakes, the earth's weight
Aens4ty and the currents- th-al
to sit out the, bad ones. In the
long run an actor can't afford '
'err
—7
READY TO ROOK RED WOLFHOUND
MHO ON those Russian chess "rliamptons" scan's. 14- 4 t4rtmot-
He claims he can rook any Russian wolii h rI .the "Valley of the Moon" chess festival Aug. It. finternatiunall• - -
THE TRUTH WILL
MAKE YOU FREE
1One of the main issues in the Governor's race is HOW each of the candi-dates will provide the money to finance the school program -Bert Combs, who hasNEVER committed himself to ANY KIND of a general sales tax, states that hewill work with the Legislative Research Committee and the. Legislatuee whichYOU elect to provide the money.
hippy Chandler, who has refused to say where he will get this money, hasthree alternatives: a gross. receipt sales tax; a raise in taxes on real estate; a raisein personal income tax; or by mean of state-owned liquor stores.
Does this mean that he would- repeal our State Local Option Laws? Would
that mean That he would put a liquor store in Murray?
Don't forget that Mr. Chandler is in the whiskey business to the tune of $32,-000.00 w hicb he has refused to explain.
VOTE FOR
BERT COMBS FOR GOVERNOR









motion, eve part of its participa-
tion, one of the most elaborate and
ambitious exploratory efforts in
history—an attempt to put an ob-
servatory at the South Pole, a geo-
graphical spot which has been
leached only twice previously by
land parties.
The U.S. Antarctic effort, under
the overall operational command
of Admiral Richard E. Byrd, got
Is
underway this year with a cruise
by a Navy icebreaker. The advance
shore elements will arrive at the
Antarctic continent by sea and air
late th,s year. • ,
United States exports of ,flaxseed
and•linseed oil in 1954 set a new
record. Flaxseed exports reached
9,690,356 oushels and, ,linaeed 'oilexports totaled 220,775short tons.
• PAGE THREE
AND RIGHTLY SO
MOUNT VERNON, Ill. — .15 —Calvin Rcth will long remember
the ball he took recently during a
thunderstorm. Lightning knocked
a holis in the wall, eight inches
loom Roth's head. "I saw a flash,
the lights went it and I jumped
thout of e tub." said,"! guess_-I was scared."
gfivig,i)fioppers:cvergtorm/M-Itraut)il'Agiq
Thrifty Millions make a _bee-line to A&P where e very department kature104-
)0)0"SUPECRIGHVY7-RI8IEND
Pork Loin Roast Is,
.tt zues
35.
COMPLETELY CLEANED — OVEN READY CUT-UP — TRAY PACKEDFRYER or ROASTER SIZE
Turkey 4-8 LB.S AVG. LB.
PAN - READY
53c Fryers
Beef Roast BLADE CUT CHUCK  
SUPER RIGHT
i....






Veal Shoulder Roast (sch::„'d." L. 431 S5 ,71'
Pork Chops ( :3"-Ir's LB. 39' ) 
CENTER
CUTS LB.











Thick Sliced Bacon 
stTR7/Di RIGS HT 2-lb. P.. 99g
SMOKED I WHOLE "19 
49€ 
SHANKHams 12 IS LB. AVG. OR BUTT LB. j7 PORT. I.B. -SUPER RIGHT I-LBSkinless Wieners C L.0ALL MEAT  E  450Canadian Bacon ENTER SLICES 
CAP N JOHN a 10-05,79' t5290:
SUPER RIGHT
 Fried Fish Sticks HEATH EAT 
PKG.FRESH MED. LB,490 Sh •rump FROZEN SIZE BOX $2101 z.s. 63'— ,•
FARM-FRESH. FRUITS AND -META.=HOME GROWN WHITE
A&P's AUGUST BARGAIN BEE FEATURES
OUTSTANDING GROCERY VALUES
LANG'S FRESH KOSHER
Dill Pickles ,QAT. 25c
I IApple Sauce A. P 2 CISAIZS- 27'
Prune Plums SULTANA   "CAONZ, 25'
Grupe Juice A . P 2:07 290
RED SOUR PITTED
Cherries 216-.19CCANS
Tuna Flakes SULTANA 2 c:f
05Pineapple Juice ASP 
CREAM STYLE 
2 
IS OZCorn A. P 
CANS 25 
AliP's SUPERIOR SANDWICH MAKINGS
Mayonnaise ANN PAGE 
Sandwich Buns





















REG3,..c shmere Bouquet TOILET BARS 213.11•771SOAP 264. _ BARS 25'
Spry Shortening 'Xi 35' 3 bri, 89'
Palmolive Soap 3 ia-i`,;s 26' 2 SATRFSI 25'
2
SIZE
Sweetheart Soap 3 ir,W, 2 BATH 25e6'
Libbys BABYFOOD STRAINED 5 'TARS 47€
SHERParamount Pickles _ Dim. Fri'. 23'
areeze Detergent p LG m,, 31 "g'r 69'
Lux Liquinetergent 1UT.137"Z;;M• 65'
•
. . 10 VIEWVLSEN'TBAG
-110/











PORTO R ICA'SYams SWEETS. . LBS. 29c
FROZEN FOODS
TURKEY - BEEF or CHICKEN
Morton's Pies 4899c
 4 q'Lemonade Mix ThECEOSNWCE. ST
1 VAL, ry 
II OZ.S 3.9Lima Beans ORDHOOK 2P CG







Cheese Slices ;KLGB 29c
Butter   Ls. 6110SII VERBROOK ROLL
Ched-O-Bit Amen. Cheese Food lb. 45c
-d 47'Cheddar Cheese Tas: 
Swiss Cheese 59(
A&P's AUGUST BARGAIN BEE FEATURESOUTSTANDING BAKERY VALUES!
JANE PARKER
Danish Ring
Lemon Pie 8" JANEPARKER
Ea. 33C
EA,
Giant Jelly Roll _____ Litter PARKER  EA-
White Bread 
JAKE PARKER STILL
20 OZ. LOAF   ONLY
I • JANE 12 OZ.Potato Chips PARKER  PKG,
Sandwich Cookes
JANE PARKERi 5 VARIETIES
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-Thee-fiesteeee--Aug, '21' whim. _Peal.
'cess Margaret turns 25, On thee
day she. gets the right to 'o ,.J
, without the consent of her sistee
Queen Ellzahete - providing site
tells Parliement and then, waits
car before going alto. ii
The second big date comes a:
the end of the month when the
ceueen gives her very prevate house
party at Blanontl Cant* in Scot-
end If Lard Wilton is included in
"he royal guest list, be will rise
:he summit in royal rienance
iss.p
It .5 an accepted fact in c Lir(
orc.es that a pr,,spcctive
a priricaa hand always jo Or
royel famtly on holidays t
VO .13.erie iteIValliLbe -likely 4ts -fit
the eve-Nerve 'litt'le group.
tic' Philip was entertained
. eos before his engagement te
t7Pri:t...c.ss Elizabeth. He actually
reeiooed in Balmoral Castle Gar-
Oen,
Taus 'is that court ebseevers
.1: keep a raise watce on. the
Ea:: of Waton as the Queen's party
.periiaches If he arrives 'at the
..ncient gray pile te walk on Inc
and join the shooting party
oer.ainitt. and dance in the
efiite and gold ballropm at Prin-
• Maroaret's birthday - :t will
lsr s.gnificant Or so • the court
.:.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR
H.aRTFORD. Conn - A
_ve,r of Ler a_.young hoceitoker left
-some fishing boots In los euto-
n. J.:C. Clement Sayers picked -up
▪ z:f.rme eautle -and refurned re
.....egior n vvai st.111 in h:s car
Helen McCloy_
, CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE I found a late a_ • r t Who's Who
AND-41Wegeodimuised +ma theoreeterrnee shetves open
- bee puttic.
"Do the police know about Harrison. ..Alexandra and fair-
this 7"- Clive asked. othy Mercer, b. Cleveland 0. 2e02.
-Tat: Thiry don't know 'what To iehlr -224-13°113t114etettrr- •
Like) Of it. This man . ears Cuff 
al. 
.
Byrne is acconepashing wonders
re--firma roinvereattorr at the bea-
ters in between fast balls and
u ryes.
"hutonfy talk to the hitters
ween te'rey need a talking toe'
Byrne insists. -I'm V'e1y cereful
about paking spots.-
The solemn looking Yankee lett
hander doesn't Mean to get per-
sonal with the batters he faces but
sornolemes ne skirts or. darigeraus
ground.
' "You cIrne from Texas, don't
elle?" he !equeed reeeetly as
Senator seao.iii baseman .Pete Run-
r.eis stepped .r. the totteas box.
The unsuepeciing nad-
ded.
"Thought Lola' Byrne deadpan-
eun tell by the shape
.yoster logs."
Otf the mound, Byrne, a gradu-
ate of Wake Forest. le on the quiet
l&ai serious side. He doesn't look
like the type who would pauae to
the clutch to ask 3 batter ;yettat
a. e on ho mind.
** 
.
Whets beeng yeu?" he asked
Georve Kell as Use Whete Sox •
tned basemen ca.me up to face
him List Tuesday. "I lofbee, what's
troublireg you. You're wondering
a-hatater I'll come in-with a fast
b;i11. or a curve. Take it trom me,
George, it'll be -'a fret ball."
Teue to hIs wiped. Byrne came
on woh a fast one whicho'kell
emooked eeto-alett- teelet far a -sin- ,
Kite
"Sec," Byrne orinned at Kell on,
tirst.."1 0.cliet cross you up, did
• 'Oopa, It Slapped"
"litho be es seine kind X en out-
let," he olye. shrugging- his stioul-
!lifers. -All I know is that it hasn't
burl me oi lily pitching this sea-
son...
On the centrery. Byre., has de-
veloped into the must dependable










wean Clierry never did. His voice
w shatter and rnkhei than Gerry's.
He calls me Sara. Gerry called me 
mere. But it isn t only the little
rector, Friends of European Vtar
Orphar.s. Chairnian, Mayor's Cem-
won, ma whole personality=tie* For Harlem Children.
Isn't my Gerry " 
He mat
NO. Mrs Harrison couldn t be.
things It a ma walk. no express-
the small research room on the
pecond floor that she had used yes-
terday. She had no topewriter to-
day, but she haa Pencil and paper
in her bag.
- She Poirot the teroirestre
yesterday and the paragraph where
she had left off reading
".. . when It was diseevered
'dove' instead of 'dived' the whole
edition was hastily siipprnesed-and
the number at copies extant to-
day . . ."
She star, I at the merle urail the
print blurred. Oh, Gerry will We
ever know what happened to you?
Is there anything I might have
done to find you that I haven't
done?
We'll know something when
• Mrs. Harrison sees thee man. Net
much. but something. fir's net
Gerry, .so she can't say h. in,
retire might he in it, tot not Mrs
Caleb Harris re
Or could •sne?
'Who was Mrs. Caleb Hationn7
Sara shut -her look with a snap
• end went down the hoc to
•
PAGE TWO
State Oil 2.01111.11165 
barrels: Ohio. 1.433.171 and
Daviess.. 1.419.214 barrels. Ferty- 
Blue Blood High
.. .eight• other counties- produced the On Royal List
Production
'remaind er of the oil,
•
WreeelleareiNeieSWIESINIII/Wa 
THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
During the year. the Department LONDON. Aug. 2 all - A e..•
of Mines and Minerals iesucei 1.630 some bare bleed hicheeir
permits to drill wells . second, A minion 111 awe •te.ak piasaied
IlltS NeW Hal; t , in 1963. 1.648 permits were 'issued rcieal romance gossipnumber previously issued. Cap' Peter Townend out oftotlee..largest \ e
but the ennual production was Ile is ta-U. blond Earl oil Weltoe
only 11.424.606 barrels that year
Fronkfort. Ky - Kentucky pro- - 
Princess Marearet's constene cin,
dueed inure oil last years than any
previous year in Its hactore - 13.- !
910,960 barrels or approximately '
2.000 000 more barrels than for the i MEMPII
previous high ewer. according to Joe aolloo1
a repert issued today by A D Sisk boat on






11. WIl.TON It AN
United Preset Sparta  Writer
NEW YORK, Aug. 1 rlf, T.Ik
S.Tenn M. 
34-yeaz-old noblemen could readily is eeteep out ,...eboety
lit 
iii baseball
wa • uum 
into the princess' future arid is making It pay o f more todayote set  a- -
moan Lake when she re.. they 4136-61154 wilted to fk'e wh-ele 1 than souaareve Tommy Berne of
.d left the psh stringer .he stands on too big 
da:es ciimme the Yankee,.
penion.during the. brilliant swim,
eseasen" .n London iocietie
aourt eucles figured the w. Ate,
ion shore She called t,. her aon•uP*,
- on -the Vela itreneeint hor elogetrr4-/
More than 60 per cent of the the water The animal swam to
production was in four counties - shore, paddled back with the
Henderson. 3.500 107 barrels. Um nn stieneer etMedeed to his ',oiler.
--- - - ---
•
as Feters might be. And she was
"Have any other fraends of Ger- Gerry cousin. she -sad knownry accepted him as Gerry
-Only one Alio ,new Gerry well
„ His partner in radio production, a
Mr. Peters"
'Then oU MIMI be wrong.
Sara."
"Why ("lint Mr Paters be
wrong? Just oecause it's more
rattiest and less troublesome to be-
Leve the man is Gerry 7"
"What are yo; going to do about
It 7"
°There's nuthing I can do, but
Aunt Caroline can,. du something
and she s going to. She's inviting 
thisMrs. Caleb Harrison to tea 
afterrio6n. lira Harrison as a
cousin or the real Gerry. Th. fake
Gerry will be there without know-
ing why rie•s invited. Then, per-
haps, well get- at the troy'. Bat,
meanwhile, where is the real Ger-
ry 7 What is happening to him
now 7 ''
Clive said, "Sara, I'd like to be
there this afternoon ween Mrs
Harrison meets this young man
who claims to be her cousin. Would
your aunt object 7"
"Of course not. She's always
delighted to see you."
When Sara came cut Into the of tea by twilight I mete forgot. • ... at friend of my niece's,"
street the bright day had tar- And we must tell Stevens not to Caroline was saying. "They hap-
rushed. The sky, like a brilliant anneunee anyone bet Mrs. 1W-re- pen . Co have apartments in theblue mirror at noon, was paler and son herself. Will you si e it'. same heeding:*
duller, as if someone had flown a Edna?" "What a pleasant coincidence!"clouding breath upon it. Now the room blaze/ I natant!). Mrs. Ilarrthan's eyes rested 'specu-la the library she went La, k as a lighted stage.. Solver and crys- latively on Sara and Sara could
tal and polished parqeet dazzlea read her thoughts as easily as if
like ice en .the run. ,But theroglarroiestreohael shmited them. Will thhi
oakind to Carolinas acceeneeliet -gat hoget • e of theefire. Sara could Pre that the skulk Larch nioney ? Will she tie •
underneath lay close to the sur-*good.rnateh fir this rinpcounicuis
; cousin?
As If  the lights haetteen a era I Mrs. Harrison cordial Dear
on etage, tee doorbell rang. Gerry mist bring Miss Deere to
Strven d. e appeare eat., Oak'. ainn. r
Harrison,".o "Dear .blre Lar.-.h. it has all been
"Dear Mro Lao . . Pleaee delightiel . . . I it eau the
demi. rise. . .." I hoard this everer,a and tell them
"I had ii'.n' 1.ng ," , expert yia-r they'll he so
gait fear-dire dole ',happy . GeelLy. Mus Deere,
LITial oiarrien th•• es'''and deret forget Oteait dinner . . .
on the chair and tione 1. '1 dein t , Mr. Clive .. Mr. . ath . •restate . . ." Landers- .7
"I should- thank yeie for su'7- Mrs. Harr ns unfailing In-
gesting that I look le tter than I stinct hal spettel senders =meth-
feel," returne1 Caroene. "My eve e ably ae a pee-eel et no importance
Mies Da, re. • me St..- • in her worldare's,* spared her
creel. Do you knee. Mr. 11.“•" mr•rtiriry the I.-;r‘tcr, cif his name.It's really very goal of eel; to Edna ('reel hal is, center-it hereetie
come on sie h snort n.,•,.. " I with a not. "can I give you a eft,
-117vas only too delighted " M Gerry ?''
Harrisonarr rat with her areee ''No, thankateeirieinsin Alik, I'm
crossed one lecie...n, 1 le wee: . erayina
wore the uniform of hor eine! Mrs. H 'CI'artle. .n e... tit oiiiaf the
'gawk, pearls and :all t‘,, room. At Ie.'. a trusted herself-Stairs. On the third Ito tv I .1. I. tt',,leek fie
the 
•
Is main roe go , eat qae "
Sometim he es. t unpredictable I
Yankee but nander does pruteuse,
- the totter -one- poeh it !hi comes
, tit with • anot.hyr..
anast.iy peliatizeis,
"the daru thing sapped. ee-
50 When ...ionic: oestleis" refuse to
'piss the time ..f day with Byrne..
doeinei pout. fie. merely C-1111-
merits isbcut Inc heeer to hes eat-
...:ner Cogs Berra.
-Hey. Yogi, isn't the; the fellow
who married the girl with all that
money?" Byene ir.quired as a bat-
ter squared off eaiaaast him ear-.
Sara hoard footsteps Capt. San- toe this*7. eon.
Witiod nu Mrs etoarway, beside; ee --Loaae_   woe',  --him the man who lajaked, so, much the s,en, e,dr. t eount it."
like the real Gerry one. Sara satBynac „rift is he ,„„. u. y;ng 'towhere she could see both Mrs.. be 
eie  or aullintita Oa-
t. its sm feels k-p.y lhat he ecer: Briarcroft Bryn Mawr. 1923; the earr.e time.
m. Caleb Harrison. 1924. ere s. He was advancing toward theCaleb, cute ii, Elizsibeth. Founder, group, uncertaire of himself, as ifleriarcrolt Placement Service; Di-
. he had no idea ietti tie was here;
Halfway across the room, his eyes,
fell on Mrs. Harrison. His look of
rscogretion was urur.uitakeable.
He paused where he was, ITTC343-
lute. Sara sat rnationlese, feeling
as if she had turned to stone.him since ce was a child. Si., this
Would Mrs. Harrison never turnafternoon she was-going to say
her head?
volereeers to eke out the
shortage of registered nurses,"
Mrs. Harrison was sayir.g.
She rooket arceineafor a spot to
set do-en her ernety teacup Her
elinlY Mr. Clive is here." Stereinalointall, arixeeee eyes tett-directly on
told her at the door. • the yotmg man, who stood in the
There was no Sic this after- center of the room, under the
noon. The tall, rale roma v -as Cern
as a mirage in the'du.sk. Caroline
sat w ner wheel chair, near- the
cold hearth. Her sallow skin k oked
yellove against a white lace etre as.
Fatigrre dareenel ter eye sorkets
and tier ape. bet her y .re
was wrcherrritatete as ever, -Good
evening, Sara."
Again Dickson Cl.ve hoer red
about her with gestures ct anti-
quated gallantry. Again the civic
of FAria's knitting needles punete-
ated the silence.
"Thf. room is dark, Aunt Care-
line," said Sara. "Shouldn't Mn
Harrison see the impostor for the
first time in • clear light?"
"Of COM1P1`." Caroline eighed. "I
must be getting old. I'm so fand
that this man was not Gerry and
then -what 7
ft was nearly 5 Gale- k when =he
come out of the library Sara oft
the bus in the at) a and walked
east.
blaze of the big , hanOeter.
It was all over in a few heart-
beat s.
For a meseent her eyes lost
their anxiety and her smile was
spor.tarvioue. • Why, Gerry, dear, I
didn't expect team you bare! Did
you mention my hospital work to
Mrs. Larch?"
A loud silence. Sara looked
("own at her hands. She dint want
to see Caroline's face or Clive's or,
least of all. Capt. Sanders. You're
losing your mind. TAere was no
Indian. You dreamed it. And this
is Gerry Hone. Perhaps there was
no ruby. Clive and Sallust and
Judith ceuld have been mistaken.
It could have* been red glass .. .
ow.
erepress-ng .41.s noughts out or.




ARE YOU TRYING TO









...15 STILL PRESENT, BUT 'ICU
AND I-AS MATURE MEN KNOW
IT'S DEAD-- VO(, EMBARRASS HER,
SIR- WHY DON'T YOU
.\\ DO THE GALLANT
41-7
( "do. • 0101
,!1)
BOSTON. Mass. fir Fo:ay-six
new ia)!io eases were reported ti
Masi.whb0etts todey and health
off cad. -called a huiry-up meeting
with Mayor John B. Hanes 13
THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, 1955 4
. than the number reeorded on the
saute date last year.
At least 19 persons have died of
the disease since the first of the
year.
The state Health Department said
12 of the new eases reported
today occurred in Boston, bringing
this city's total cases for the year
to 269.
more
Hynes said he wanted to discuss
with elate officials ways to creeto





HAS GOT SO MUCH
TO GO WITH!
Th• most up-to-dat• VS
6. That's
• Chevro-
. ▪ let's "Tur-
• bo-Fire V8!" So efficient
that it needs only 4 quarts
• of oil instead af the usual
.• 5. Shortest stroke of any
o V8 in the industry. Delivers
• more horsepower per pound
than any eligine in Chev-
• tokes field.
Two Sizzling 6's
The most powerful 6's in
• Chevrolet's field - with all
• the advantages of Chevro-
; let's long leadership in




• ▪ A new and finer -Syndiro-
• Mesh transmission, or, ?s
. extra-cost options, oil-




• Now tinginster4ng advancers
• on steering and suspension
.3 3:1 464 bell bziakags in
• steering gear roll with the
turn of the wheel to reduce
• friction. Glide-Ride front





















taiumphs have ALSUQUETIE, N. 24. - di - discuss ways: to cope with what
-Someone ale° broke. into a tructc they call a "limited emergency."
ing company °Mee here took Today's new reports of the dis-
feet the Yankees are several Marilyn Monroe calendars ease brought the total cases in
being an exceptioiratly showing the niovie stir in hen fa- hlassachusetts thus far this year
minde dgroup --- a club mous nude pose. t 
2
o --nearly tueht tittles
  1-W
..•••••....•111•0
Which - never mixes banter vi...111 P01.10 STRIKES
pleasure -e no one has toed to IN MACCACHUSETI'S
muffle Byrne yet.
Casey Stengel. a mat :top talk-





like a Chevrolet 118!
Drive with care ... EVERYWHERE!
It's the new winner in stock car competition
and-it's win'ninC Whew, young-minded friends faster
than you can say America's hottest V8.
Because dl its liveliness, its looks, and because it holds
the road like it loves which it does.
1Year...se ie.
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liii United Press Staff Correspondent
to HOLLYWOOD, July 28 l —
Robert Stack, local boy 'who has
almost made good, is bucking the
calh,nt freelancing trend with two'
00 long-term contracts which he hopes
14 will catapult him into top-bracketso stardom.
The tousle-haired actor was born
n Hollywood and has haunted the










They'd forgcrtten all about me
by the time I got back." Bob
grinned during lunch at the 20th
Century-Fox commisary. "Now that
I've managed to sneak back .in
front of the cameras 1 still have to
convince producers I'm not just a
local boy hanging around auto-
graph hunting.
"I have a seven-year contract
with Fox, and a spacial one-
If4cinte-a-year deal with -Wayne-
Fellogs. It's the best way to get
established in .this, business."
Bob say,s freelancing is fun for
big stars, but not for smaller fry
with large ambitions.
Has Strong Competition
"I won't really get the kind of
/a:As I want unless I kill of Bill
Holden. Montgomery Clift and Mar-
lon Brando." he laughed. "They
seem to have the maitet sewed
up.
-Thee t,o!• the quickest way
bettgMartin
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to make a big impact, is to get S 
typed—like John Wayne or Gary 
ill(I 
VCooper. That's fine, only I've been
typed as a bullfighter.
"Look at it this way. .ncs matter
how well a guy gets typed as a
bullfighter he can't find regular
work waiting around for _a_ chance
to grab. a cape and make like a
matador. How Many bull-fight p:ca
tures conic along in a lifetime?"
Bob's friends take pains to ,1716
him why he's appeared in 5,1-manfi
bad pict,lres. Here's his answer.
He Has To Eat
"They forget I have to eat. If I
had waited around for epics, I'd
have starved to death."
Stack's best part to date was in
"Tlie High And The Mighty"
the one that set up his studio can-
tracts. He stars in "House Of
Bamboo" which was released this
month. Currently he is working in
"Good Morning, Miss Dove."
"It was more than a year be-
tween High And Mighty' and
"Bamboo,: " Bob said.
"Everything in Hollywood is pre-
dicted on an actor's last picture.
If it's good then chances for
a decent part the next time out
are pretty fine. If it's. bad, you're
dead.
"For a local boy. I'm beginning
to catch on. From now on I'll try
Will 'Be Made
In 1957-58.
By UNITED PRESS '
- _The. international :geophysical
year, a project in which nearly 40
nations will take part in 1957-38.
will apply modern research tech-
niqu'es at thousands of stations
around the globe.
The data will form a massive,
and coordinated, study of the phy-
s:cs of the earth. its atmospihere,
ahd the kpace through( which it is
traveling. ,
Soviet Russia is one of the na-
tions Participating.
Scientists hope to learn thrOugh
the coordinated observations some-
thing about the, laws that govern
weather and climate, the jet st-
reams of' air at "high aitipides,
earthquakes, the eirth's ovight
and density and thq, currents that
to • sit out the bad ones. In the
long run an, actor can't afford
'cm."
READY TO ROOK RED WOLFHOUND
/au
r ilittNO-CtWthose t- tiou4.s,s MIAs§ —±Ilitmptolta7 scoffs lit -ch----equat InSonoma, Calif. self-proclaimed canine champ of the 'chessboard.Ile claims he can rook any Russian wolfhound who tholes up.for
the .-Valley of the Moon,' e-hei,..1 festival Aug. 14. (Ixternational)
THE TRUTH WILL
MAKE YOU FREE
One of the main Issues in the Governor's race is 110W each of the candi-
dates will provide the money to finance t he school program Bert Combs, who has
NEVER committed himself to ANY K1 ND of a general sales tax, states that he
will work with the Legislative Research Committee and the LegIslature which
YOU elect to provide the money.
I Tappy Chandler, who has• refused to say where he will get this money, has
three alternatives: a gross receipt sales tax; a raise in taxes on real estate; a raise
in personal income tax; or by mean of state-owned liquor stores.
Does this mean that he-would'repeal our State Local Option Laws? Would
that mean thaThe would put a liquor store in Murray?
— 
Don't forget that Mr. Chandler is in The whiskey business to the tune of $32,-
000.00 which he has refused to explain.
VOTE FOR
BERT COMBS FOR GOVERNOR






arnie rays, Ad the space above
he earth where the air thins mid
• !,(is.
_ Thr p_ropc,sal fur the proj,set
,riginated with the, International
4,,inmcil of Scientific Unions. It is
- -ponsored by the United Nations
:educational scientific and cultwal
I organization,




storms, motion, as,,a part of its participa-
tion, oneof the most elaborate and
ambitious exploratory efforts in
history—an attempt to put an ob-
servatory at the South Pole, a geo-
graphical spot which has been
reached only twice previously by
land parties.
The U.S. Antarctic effort, under
the overall operational command
of Admiral Richard E. Byrd, „got
underway this year with a cruise
by a Navy icebreaker. The advance
shore elements will arrive at the
Antarctic continent by sea and air
late this year.
United States exports of flaxseed
and.linseed oil in 1954 set a new
record. Flaxseed exports reached
9,690,356 oushels and linseed oil
exports totaled 220,775 short tons.
AT 
SE 




MOUNT VERNON': III. —
Calvin .Rctli will long remember „
the balm he took recently during a
thunderstorm. Lightning knocked
a hole in the wall, eight inches
from Roth's head. "I saw a flash,
the Itights went out and I jumped
out of the tub." Roth said. "I guess
I wits scared "
jirekm-el'AgP




'Pork Loin ItocatiB. 35c
COMPLETELY CLEANED — OVEN READY CUT-UP — TRAY PACKEDFRYER or ROASTER SIZE PAN - READY















END(Pork Chops CUTS LB. 390 )













RIND LESS 2-lb. p....99gHams SMOKED ( WHOLE:2 LB. AVG. OR BUTT LB. 590)






Canadian Bacon CENTER SLICES 
go-




Shrimp FRESH MED.I ROZEN SIZE
FARM-FRESH_ FRUITS AND VEGETABLE&
HOME CROWN WHITE
Potatoes
A&P's AUGUST BARGAIN BEE FEATURES
OUTSTANDING GROCERY VALUES
LANC•S FRESH KOSHER
Dill Pickles QT.,A cR 25
Apple Sauce A . P 2 c".11 27e
Prune Plums SULTANA 21 02 ,,, r a.  CAN AJ-










"-Oz. cCAN 27 
OZ. 25cCANS
A&P's SUPERIOR SANDWICH MAKINGS





















Cashmere Bouquet TDC)LAFP1"3821Ell• - 2 1:11k-/W 25'
Spry Shortening IC-LB 35' 3 CAN 89'
Palmolive Soap 3 X,1-Z 26' 21'3AAT4 25'
Sweetheart Soap 3 rliki7 26' 2 BsAIZTER, 25!
5 JARS 47CSTRAINEDFOODLibbys 
BABY
Paramount Pickles _ K`1)11'.7".-n PT' 23'
areeze Detergent 1.C; / f GIANT 69'PVC, •/I PKG.
Lux Liquid Detergent 1L.)4 .37'2Z-11- 65'













WANES 2 lbs. 39e
INDIANA THIN RINDWatermelons RED RIPE   EA, 79'
Cherries, sweet lb. 33c
Grapes, red or white lb. 29c
Carrots CRISP -wail rim ws+c_, 1 I LB.L BAGS ele
Yams 
PORTO RICAN
Swrrrs _ 2 L.. 29c
FROZEN FOODS
TURKEY - BEEF or CHICKEN




LE VAL' EY 10 02Lima Beans FORDHOOK  2p... 39'
Strawberries BLUEGRASS 2 pI.I.°37. 49(
MEL-0-BIT PASTEURIZED PROCESS
AMERICAN or PIMENTO







SILVERBROOK ROLL   L. 61°
Cheese Food lb. 45c
  L. 470
 L. 59e





























Spice Drop Cookies JANEPARKER
All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, August 6th
i f1
 -71.111
•-• et-sseaseiesiOWTHWERIIIIIINEUEWFtiwass• • *W1111111111101RESMAgAiMseau,„.,, 
4414/..1*•1044.•~0.41/400001~~/0 .11.40e4
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,JEZBALL' GRIPS SOVIET FARM DELEGATION
MEMIMIS OF THE SOVIET farm delegation visiting the by action of a baseballgame in Omaha. N:11, as they sit in the Omaha ardtnftf dugout. At first they were reluctant todrop regular tour business for such an event, but the photo indicates they don't regret the deci-sion. From kft: Car,:inals' pitcher Gordon Jones; Bons Sokolev, corn expert; MUthall Lopulthin.Tess correspondent; Petr Babm.ndra, director of one of the Soviet's largest state farms; Boris Say-t•ty .Sr,v:er eate corssIon. (1nteennti,w0/
All SUMMER MERCHANDISE
$id ‘k liF NS DRESSES' drrs-T"'"'Goes at this price
Reg
$5.98 SW111 SUITS Our costs have been forgot- $ten—there'll be a sell out
Reg.  Sizes 1 to 14—lots of $ 88
$3.98 GIRLS SWINI SLITS sty's& assd colors - hurry!
Reg.
wig II 0 NIENS SKIRTS--Aso huge r rackfi4 full—every $ 1177
R we've sacrificed Bermuda $
Reg. to - WOMEN'S PLAY WFk 177$3.98 • shorts and pedal pushers
VALUES




in the store $ 1
BARGAIN. TABLE From every dept.in the store 50'
WOMENS SHOES A big table full. Theseon't last long! $ 1"
Reg. MENS- CANVAS OXFORDS Washable blue, $948BOYS$3.98 brown, 2-tone
Reg. to CHENILLE won't believe $
$8.98 BED SPREADS You this terrific low price 41L
Reg. MENS 100'. Nylon, summer
50c DRESS SOCKS colors, sizes 10 to 134 Pr's. $1.
41=•
)1ENS -STRAW HATS Sacrificed? Yes! Butall must sell
Itt9r$2 :o ME." SPORT SHIRTS
$ 1")
Short sleeves, whitps $ 10
0fancies. Quitting all at
Reg. to fGoret screhadly,
$3.98 (ARLS DRESSES 149 $927 $29701111P'
SHOPS and SAVE STORE
ON THE 'SQUARE ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE




United Press White Beebe Writer
WASHINGTON ;VI — Backstairs
at the White Hollb*.
it was at tile windup of the
recent 1341 }our-meeting in Geneva.
ewo lower ecnelon members in
tile American delegation staff were
talking about tne euot,s ot a par-
ticularly well - known Arner,can
correspondent to get a visa to
Rusaaa.
"Hes probably trying to get the
visa in time for President Eisen-
hower s trip to Moscow,'• .said one
of the stall., members with a per-
fectly serious face.
While this would seem to be
more facetious than factual for the
ninient, it still was Mr. Eisen- I
• 1hewer. himself. who told America
last Mohuay night that, there was
"the greatest possible degree of
agreement" at Geneva sin a greater
flow of travel between East and
West.
If the President is so desirous of
greater travel between this coun-
try and Russia, he could take the ,
Lead lianself—but prabably won't.
1
The Russian leaders undoubtedly,
would have to visit' Washington
first. In. all iaL_the_ international
meetings of the past on the 4:;..
of state level, it has been t..t.
Anierican who flew either into or
near the Russian prtni.
--
Colorful figures that they are, if
4 Messrs, Bulganin, Khrushehev and
i
Zhukav decided to visit the Um*
States, they would constitute •
. of the" greatest erowd attract.
of many years. lust as Mr. &stil-
l/lower would in Moscow.
4 Mr. Eisenhower must' have had
the sound engineers half-daffy dur- I
iiting his Monday n.ght broadcast. 1
=TOD= 113 I3-mInute speech, '
he fiddled constantly with nis
l giasses. „banging them on his desk 1and frequently hitting the tips of
the ear pieces together as he4
i sought to emphasize particular
points...
--N. The President); delivery. and per-
formance were convincingly natural,
1 but he seemed unusually "busy" .
as he played with ha glasses.
shuffled' notes on his desk .,: •
, kept pcking his thumb into a ',...i.
f vest pocket. I
The chartered press plane that I
accompanied Mr. Eisenhower to
Geneva did not exactly accompa-
ny him back. The big TWA s•.:•,
carrying a much heavier load t
the President's aircraft. started
-the niettrrr- -tronr- Gyneva at, ...
.30 eninutes late tTecau:c the plane
I had to be held for Press Secretary
1
James C Hazertv. 
When the Preesi 7prinrlanded- at
Prestwick Scotlanch for gas, Mr
lisenhower's plar.e was refueled
and ready to go. The press ship •
I would have been off in a hurry.
too, but the truck haulm( gas for
the plane broke down tar on toe
other side e the field.
Rather than wait all nigist
a new truck. tiic press par.:. •
flew to Shannon. Ireland. far
am: on to Gander. Newfolandj:.
for a,ther refueling stop.
Mr Eisenhower. meanwhile. h
tailed it for Bangor. Maine. vii
he refueled and beat the press i





A BEAUTEOUS smile like Mary
Lou Lazor's speaks an Interna-
tional language as she displays
an international bracelet in
cleveland. Designer Bob Hen-
field calls It :"The United Na-
tions." It carries emblems of
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2 for  49c
TONY
Dog Foo(i - 3 cans 95
HELLMANN'S
Mayonnaise - - - - qt. 69c
BLUE PLATE
Peanut Butter 12-°z. 37c
BLUE PLATE







On 1 Qt. Blue Plate Salad
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THE LEtiGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
!Sy EARNEST HOBERECHT '14"
United Preset Staff Correspondent
TOKYO (1P -- Many of the Unit-ed States's anti-Communist alliesin Asia came ;c! the reluctant con-
clusion today that Washington- • is
movmg 'closet to recognition of
Communist China.
And the Asians, who have been
Urged by the United States to. re-
sist Communism, cannot under-
stild U.S. willingness to negotiate4
With the Thinese Reds. -
The talks opening today in Ge-
neva between U.S. and Rea Chi-
nese ambassadors were seen as a
strong indication of further Wash-
ington-Peiping talks at the foreign
• ministers level.
The Chinese Nationalists and the
South Koreans, both of wham have
put armies in the field against
firxes. said the •United States was
moving step by step, issue by i.sae,
• toward recognition of the Peiping
. zeginie.
1 An important FiLpirrn leader rms-
o cd the question in a private con-
• servation, on the matter
"Is the p:inciple of negotiation
and compromise—or co - existence
by any other name—in.:re import-
ant than the principle of right lind
ogong?'
1Drie of the chief fears concerned
the 10 million overseas Chinese
living in Asiatic nations other than
China and what might happen if
the United States finally rec.:F-
T.:sea Red China.
A well-informed student of Chi-
nese affairs in Singapore described
the situation as follows:
"It the United States recognizes
Communist China or if Communist
China is admitted to the United
Nations, you can be sure the Chi-
nes!' will take over all the small
countries which thus far have en-
toyed 6eedorn and independence.
"The large Chinese populations
in the various countries of South-
east Asia will have increased pres-
tige, backing and confidence. The
tide .of .Chinese expansion, directed
from Peiping and Moscow, will be
impossible to 'halt."
Just the bare fact of sitting down
with the Chinese Communists at
Geneva was 'considered a bad sign
by anti-Communists in Asia for
twc reasons:
•
1. It tendtc to give the Peiping
government status and importance
equal to that of Soviet Russia with
whom the Big Three recently con-
ferred.
2. It revived memories of the
Indochina conference in Geneva
which was a major de/eat for the
free world.
For other Asiatic nations the
Geneva conversations were seen
as the only logical course to be
taken by the United Stites.
Most lavish praise came from
India where Feline Minister Jawa-
' ballet Nehru has been instrumen-
tal in getting the two sides togetl-
er.
Burma. whose • Premier U
was reported to have brought .
the possibility of the curt.
during his American tour, g
the talks with enthusiasm.
Pakistan. Indonesia, Ceylon, evt
the tiny countries of Afghanis!
and Nepal, saw the _Geneva tall.
a start in the right direction if





























- A Successful Lawyer—
* Qualified * E•perieneed * Unafraid
Chairman of the Boutbon County Citizens Committee with+assisted in the esposure of the hanotstuffing fraud in the 194,election and In the purging of voter's registration rolls.
One of the active leaders of the Committee of One Thousandwhen, In 1917. it sie,essfully opposed the calling of a Stateconstitutional Convention. and. Chairman of the same CommIttee. 'when, In 1951, it successfully opposed the proposedAmendment to the Kentucky Constitution which would hay'•allowed a number of amendments to be grouped together as a"park:age" on whit h the voter would be allowed only a single• vote.
As a mem-her- of the 1954 Legislature. voted by the news reporters who tovered the session one of the twn "most valuablemembers of the House from a public standpoint."
CLAY IS EXDORSED BY FOUR
RAILWAY BROTHERHOODS
Kentucky Needs II:4 hulunicill and Experience
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY—AUG. 6
This idurrtisrment eforitribisted







By CHARLES M. Met AV\
United Press Staff ('a pendent
The idea is for 100.000 Indians to
flow across the border into Portu-
eu.-se Go e in suppurt of the Indian
government's demand for the ter-
itory's "liberation."
If the Indians go through with
• their plan, there may ,Ne serieus
trouble.
partugal has announced its in-
tention to defend its territory and
Os troops have been given orders
to that effect:-
Started Early DemandsPrime Minister Jawaharlal -Neh- ence. Nehru started demands soon after-
ru, "man of peace," is step-
ping up his attempt to force Por-
tugal to give up its little colonies
on his country's West Coast,
In his latest move, Nehru has
ordered Portugal to close its lege-
Hen in New Delhi, the Indian capi-
tal, by next Maday.
Indian political elements are plan-
ning a mass- "peaceful" invasion .
of the largest of the colonies
on Aug. IS, which is the eij,hth
anniversary of Indian inclopend-
FASTEST SINGLE PROrELLER PLANE EVER BUILT
THE USAF REPUBLIC *F-84H experimental turboprop tighter plane is shown on Its maiden flight overCalifornia. A turboprop plane uses jet power to turn propellers. This one is designed to test feast."'Inlay of supersonic propellers on turboprop fighters for operational service with the U. S. Air Force:Test pilot Henry G. Bealrd, Jr., stayed aloft 36 minutes at 20.000 feet. The single-seater has a rangeof 2,000 miles, is sal..1 te be the fastest single engine propeller driven plane ever built. (Zaternatienuali
PAGE FIVE
India attained its independence
that France and Portugal give up
their possessions on the Indian
peninsula.
France, beset by troubles in Ln-
dochlna and North Afigt:a, gave up
its Rani- colonies last Otiober. ,
Portugal has refused firmly to
give up its colonies of Goa, Damao
and Diu- They total 1,537 square
miles in area and have about 840,-
000 people.
-
Nehru's argument is that the
day cf colonies is past and that
there must be no foreign footholds
on India.
Portugal's position is ,that it has
held the little territories for more
than 400 yews and that its people
do not want to be forced under
Indian rule.
Nehru has said that he will not
go to war to "get Goa, Damao and
Diu.
Nehru Sounded Tough
But Nehru soundea pretty tough
when tie said at a press confer-
ence in New Delhi on July 19:
"Let the world take iotice, let
the Atlantic powers take notice,
that we will tolerate no nonsense
about Goa from wherever It comes,
Ing power 'or small."
Also, Nehru's Congress Party has
not crucially ap.paved the plan
to stage a "peaceful" 'invasion of
Goa. But some party members
say that government pronounce-
ments on the pm' are so ,vague
that they intend to take part.
Nehru certainly is a busy man.
He is trying to be a factor in
United States-Communist Chinese
negotiations. He is trying to form
on Asian-Africa, neutralist bloc.
At tlaa same time he is embroiled
constantly in -disputes with Indta's
neighbor Pakistan.
At home, he is fighting an an-
rebellion by the head - hunt.
tribesman of northeaster!: Inc!
I and 600 Sikhs in the Punjii.,have been jailed for demand:
I separate Sikh state.
These are "seif-determinataxi
movements. Nehru believes in self-





WITH THE NEW atNtitt, ectAitt
3 WAYS BETTER
I Islok•s delicious nonf•t
milk, rich, tangy buttermilk
2. foods look bmt•r, tost•
better and or• bott•r for
you.
3 Plenty of milk for only
EIGHT CENTS A QUART!
ARKER'S FOOD
Free Parking MARKET South Fifth Stree
HIGH QUALITY LOW PRICES










14 oz.  19c
Insist on 






















Butt Portion lb. 49c
Testier and Juicy LB 29e
CHUCK ROAST fiist cut lb.....Center Cut . lb. 39c 35e
WORTHMORE
B * CON Sliced— rray Packed
SMOKEDSUGAR CURED
Jowl, s LB. 19e
Cobbler Potatoes 10 lb* 39c
iTAGNkrG ARINE lb. 19eCHEESEMISS MUFFET
SPREAD 21b. box 59e
CORikEAilE AL 10 lb. bag 59e






Ham Salad - 5-°z* jar 29e
MOR Lunch Meat - - 12-oz. - -39e
Reef Stew - - - 16-0z- - - -. 39e
FROZEN. FOODS
Birdseve Rhubarb - - - - 16-oz. 95t,
Birdseye Sliced Peaches 1°-ca. 95e
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